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Editors note

SMEs are no longer the underdog. They are
effectively competing against multinationals
these days. Technologies, applications and
solutions are allowing them to change and
innovate, in a faster and more agile manner
than their larger competitors, giving them an
edge in a marketplace that demands almost
instant response.
But the globalised environment means
that SMEs are subject to the same trends and
economic forces and need to adopt a global
mindset to be able to compete with their
enterprise counterparts, and remain
competitive. And they have to do this on
budgets that are a drop in the bucket in
comparison to bigger entities.
This change in mindset is driven by
opportunity and necessity, and we’ve seen a
plethora of technologies developed to allow
SMEs to talk to customers and markets
previously beyond their reach.
In this year’s edition of Bytesize: The ICT
Survival Guide for SMEs, we take a look at
the issues that are critical to success for the
dynamic South African SME sector, including
the latest technologies, and how they can benefit the SME and help drive better
business decisions.
There can be little doubt that big data, cloud computing, BYOD and social
media can be used to build a serious competitive edge. However, the majority of
SMEs don’t understand how to harness the power of cloud and big data, or how to
eﬀectively use social media and BYOD to improve customer service. Bytesize 2013
examines these issues, to better equip the SME to deal with these trends.
Security is another issue that has raised its head over the last year. It is no
longer only enterprises that are dealing with advanced persistent threats on a daily
basis. Any company with information is now a target, and SMEs need to protect
themselves, without breaking the bank.
We dig deep into these and other topics in Bytesize 2013, which is presented for
the first time in its 7-year history as a native digital publication.

Editors Note

Please feel free to contact me on Kirsten@itweb.co.za – your comments and
suggestions will be appreciated.
Happy reading.

www. itweb.co.za
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The SME
environment

In this section:
• The SME environment
• Legal and regulatory issues
• Key trends and drivers

By Janet Paterson

Progressive SMEs view
technology as integral to
achieving business goals, and
gaining a competitive edge.

The SME environment | no time or money to waste

No time - or money - to waste
By Janet Paterson

MEs don’t have the luxury of bad
purchasing decisions, so they need to
buy the right technology for the business:
technology that won’t break the bank, will
work optimally, and will help the business
grow not only today, but also into the future.
This might seem daunting, but it needn’t be.
This guide is geared towards helping you
make the right technology choices. A little
insight and understanding of what you
expect technology to do for you can go a
long way towards reducing expensive
mistakes. It can also streamline operations
and lighten the load by automating or

S

making easier some of the day-to-day
essential yet mundane tasks – giving you
time to focus on what you do best, which is
running your business.
Are you progressive?
Research from SMB Group reveals a
correlation between small business
investments in technology and their
business performance. In its 2012 Top 10
SMB Technology Predictions report, the
firm identifies a new and distinct category of
smaller businesses which they call
“progressive SMBs”.
www. itweb.co.za
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“Progressive SMBs
view technology as
integral to
achieving business
goals and to gaining
a competitive edge”

• Interoperability with existing
– and future – technology:
One of the most important
things to think about when
developing a technology plan
is interoperability. Sure, this
sounds obvious, but while
you’re busy falling in love
with your shiny new CRM
system, it’s easy to forget to
ask if it’s backwardcompatible with the other
essential, perhaps older and
less up-to-date software
you’re running. Many
applications are built on open
architecture which makes it
easier to knit with any future
purchases. This is the closest
thing to a software crystal ball
you’re going to get.

Progressive SMBs view technology as integral to achieving
business goals and to gaining a competitive edge. According to the
report, “progressive SMBs invest more and purchase more
sophisticated solutions than their counterparts, [and] continue to
gain ground over SMBs that skimp on technology in terms of
expected business performance”.
SMBs that invest in technology are much more likely to
anticipate revenue gains than those companies whose tech
investments are flat or diminishing, says SMB Group, whose
research also shows that “while 85% of SMBs that plan to invest
more in technology anticipate revenue increases in 2013, only
42% of those planning to decrease IT spending expect revenues
to rise, and 38% that [are] planning for flat IT investments are
anticipating growth”.

• Support: Another key issue is
support. Peace of mind in the
form of watertight servicelevel agreements (SLAs) and
support are worth their
weight in gold. At the point
of purchase, technology with
an alluring price tag might be
very expensive in the long
run if the only reason it’s
such a bargain is because
there are no support services
included in the price. Find
out if the service provider
has other SME clients. If
you’re one of only a small
number of similar-sized
operations, there’s a real
risk they’ll prioritise their
bigger pay checks in
emergency situations.

• Future-proofing: Will your
laptops, smartphones, servers
and software handle ongoing,
seemingly endless upgrades
and fixes? What you buy
today must work tomorrow.

www. itweb.co.za
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Intranet

e-Commerce

Oﬀer your
products and
services online.

Share data and
improve internal
operations.

Sell goods
and services
worldwide.

Fully Integrated
Business Process

Web Presence

Improve
communication;
search the web.

Extranet

PC, E-Mail,
Internet access

Basic technology needs evolution

Integrate
invoices and
payments with
suppliers.

Use advanced
business
software (ERP,
CRM, SCM).

Technology supported business capabilities: beginning to advanced
Source: Intel Corporation

Planning for growth

“You don’t need to
spend a fortune on
IT, but your
technology
choices must be
right for your
company”

If you want to use IT to grow your business and reduce operating
costs – which is exactly what you should expect it to do –
consider developing a technology plan.
Key factors to consider include interoperability, support,
and future-proofing.
Your IT must work for you – not the other way around
You don’t need to spend a fortune on IT, but your technology
choices must be right for your company, now and in the future.
Ultimately, technology should save you time and money so you
can spend it where it matters: running your business. It’s no
exaggeration to say that the technology choices you make can be
the diﬀerence between failure and success.
www. itweb.co.za
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BP Drakensberg renews its Telkom
VPNS contract, with benefits
BP Drakensberg experienced a perfect storm of connectivity trouble. Cables were stolen and new incompatible
sites had to be brought onto the network just as their VPNS contract with Telkom came up for renewal. Telkom
provided the solution to fix the network and the challenges that BP Drakensberg was facing.

BP Drakensberg (BPD) was established in 2000 to
cater for the needs of retail, transport and
agricultural petroleum products customers outside of
key metropolitan areas. It is a wholly owned
subsidiary of BP South Africa. The business operates
from various depots across KwaZulu-Natal and, as
with any organisation providing services from many
widespread locations, communication is crucial to
keeping the operations running smoothly.
“We deliver fuel and gas to farmers, and we sell
products like lubricants, tyres and property,” says
Deon Pillay, the senior IT specialist at BPD. “We use
our systems to run sales, operations, debtors,
creditors and lots of ad hoc stuff that’s all
interconnected. Basically, we use the network to run
the whole business.”
Renewing their contract
BPD had a three-year VPNS contract with Telkom
Business, which came up for renewal just as four

new additional Mpumalanga sites were acquired that
urgently needed to be added to the existing network.
BPD needed full control of the fuel distribution sites,
or else it stood to lose a lot of revenue as a result of
the stock theft that could occur on unmonitored
sites. Unfortunately, the network was not adequately
designed to run effectively with additional sites.
“We’d brought on four new existing sites, but at
three out of those four sites, the routers weren’t
compatible with our current set up,” says Deon Pillay.
“They interoperated ﬁne with each other, but when
we tried to add other hardware, it wasn’t compatible
and we would have had to have waited for two
months to get the new hardware.”
This added a whole new level of urgency to the
negotiations around the new Telkom contract. “The
incorporation of the newly acquired sites proved to be a
little bit complicated with a contract that had come to
an end,” says Errol Xolo, Telkom Business account
manager. “Discussions with the customer had to take

www. itweb.co.za
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place at a much quicker pace to finalise the renewal of
the VPN contract in order to be able to incorporate the
new site in the space of time dictated by the customer.”
At the same time, cable theft meant that BPD
was considering migrating its head office to fibre
and backup. “BPD’s head office site had, in the
weeks before, been hit by cable theft that affected
their business severely,” says Errol Xolo.
“Discussions around the migration of the head
office to fibre and backup were explored and
feasibility studies had to be conducted and pricing
made available to the customer.”
Telkom Business had, over the years, proven to be a
reliable provider to BPD, and so it was quite happy to
renew its contract. “We really can’t live without Telkom
Business,” says Deon Pillay. “Our business relies
heavily on them, and they don’t give us any reason to
look around at the opposition. When we were renewing
the contract, we needed to get new equipment, new
hardware and new software, and they did everything that
they could to meet our requirements.”
Renewing the contract also obviated the logistical
nightmare of having to migrate to a different service
provider that would, in any event, utilise the same
access from Telkom.

in the cloud, so that if something happens at head
ofﬁce, all the other sites can still connect.”
Telkom Business had to be quick and on point
during the execution of this task and worked diligently
to meet the customer’s demands within the
timeframe. “The solution had to be implemented as
a matter of urgency due to the security issues
experienced,” says Xolo. “The project was driven on a
daily basis to ensure the procured service was
deployed as quickly and seamlessly as possible.”
Pillay points out that there is often a delay of seven
to 12 working days when placing an order through
Telkom Business, but that the telecoms provider went
out of its way to save BPD from the two-month wait for
compatible routers. “They understood our
requirements and urgency. They borrowed the routers
from an existing company who were happy to loan
them to us. Telkom really went the extra mile.”
Xolo attributes Telkom’s successful delivery within
the timeframe to effective communication and
teamwork between Telkom Business’s account
manager, solutions architect and project management,
together with the customer. “BPD was satisfied with
the new design and bandwidth allocation as a result of
the inclusion of the four additional sites.”

Going the extra mile in implementation
Telkom Business carried out a thorough network
analysis on the existing requirements to determine
the changes that would be required to provide BPD
with an effective design that included the four
additional sites. This solution comprised VPN
Supreme with 19 sites, and the migration of two sites
to ﬁbre as access technology.
“Due to the complexity of the BPD set-up, all sites
connect back to head ofﬁce to access the ERP server,
so adequate bandwidth had to be provided to the
head ofﬁce site,” says Errol Xolo. “This was done with
the idea of moving the servers to a hosted
environment in the near future.”
This is very necessary, according to Deon Pillay,
who says that the high incidence of cable theft places
BPD’s head ofﬁce – and as a result, the whole
business – at risk.
“Because everything is centralised at head ofﬁce,
we have a single point of failure,” he says. “If the
network goes down, if a cable is stolen, as happened
to us when it was time to renew our contract, we end
up with 15 to 20 sites that can’t connect to the
network. So it will be better to have it all centralised

Up and running
BPD has had no signiﬁcant problems with its network
since the upgrade and contract renewal. “Obviously,
the cable breaks every now and again, but overall its
ﬁne,” Deon Pillay says. “We understand that things
won’t be perfect, but when there are issues, they are
solved in a couple of hours. Since the cable theft,
we’ve had no major issues.”
Taking the relationship with Telkom Business
further, BPD is now exploring a robust backup
solution for its network.
Contact Details
Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store

www. itweb.co.za
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

THE
BUSINESS’
SECRET
WEAPON

ICT has the potential to help businesses
of all sizes to overcome the challenges they
face, enabling them to seize the
opportunities that abound.
Troy Hector | managing executive: Large Business Services at Telkom Business

www. itweb.co.za
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“

SMES ARE BIG BUSINESS
AND IN A DEVELOPMENTAL
ECONOMY LIKE SOUTH AFRICA,
THEY ARE TRULY THE VEHICLES OF
POVERTY ALLEVIATION AND
ECONOMIC PROSPERITY.

A

vibrant business environment, especially
one placing special emphasis on SMEs is
the driving force behind any economy. While the
rock stars tend to be the big conglomerates like
Apple and General Electric – partly thanks to the
sheer size of the revenues they command – it is the
millions of supporting SMEs that keep the
economic wheels churning. According to the
United States International Trade Commission,
99% of US businesses are SMEs.
The same situation is true elsewhere across
the globe. In the European Union, 99% of all
businesses are SMEs, accounting for two-thirds
of all employment. In Japan, SMEs provide 81% of
all employment, while in the Organisation of
Economic Cooperation and Development
countries, similarly, SMEs make up 95% of
businesses and generate more than half of all
employment.
“SMEs are big business and in a
developmental economy like South Africa, they
are truly the vehicles of poverty alleviation and
economic prosperity,” says Troy Hector,
managing executive: Large Business Services at
Telkom Business. “Given Telkom’s history in this
country, there’s no company that understands

”

South African business and its dependence on ICT
like we do. We’ve been business’s
communications partner for generations - in
today’s converged world, we have developed a
uniquely integrated and converged platform to
enable business success.”
Facing up to the challenges
Hector says that Telkom Business’s solution is
suitable for a company of any size, from a giant
multi-national to a mom-and-pop store. In this
respect, technology is the great leveller and gives
even the smallest company access to resources
that will allow it to compete on much more even
terms with a corporate behemoth.
However, when it comes to using ICT, SMEs
face some daunting challenges. They find it hard to
access the technology they need to support their
businesses and kickstart their growth strategies. In
the same vein, they typically lack the specialist ICT
skills needed to keep a business running and
current in today’s highly connected world—and if
staﬀ have such skills, they are at constant risk of
being poached by larger companies.
The solution? Partner with large ICT service
provider that truly oﬀers the right solution.

www. itweb.co.za
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“

THERE’S NO NETWORK IN
THE COUNTRY THAT CAN
MATCH OURS. WE HAVE OVER
147 000 KILOMETRES OF FIBRE
AND APPROXIMATELY 17 000
FIBRE DISTRIBUTION POINTS.

It all begins with the network
Telkom Business’s offering for all businesses has
three key components. First and fundamental is the
company’s massive converged broadband network.
“There’s no network in the country that can
match ours,” says Hector. “We have over 147 000
kilometres of fibre and approximately 17 000
fibre distribution points. Added to that is the
reservoir of specialist ICT talent we can bring to
the party—this is an actively managed network
controlled from a single massive command
centre, the National Network Operations Centre
in Centurion.”
It’s an important point. Size does count for
something in the network world but it’s nothing
without reliability, quality of service and plain
uptime; all functions of the provider’s network
management and technical capabilities.
On top of the network, cloud computing
offers SMEs the opportunity to access both
infrastructure and applications as services. By
moving expenses from the capital to operational
budgets and removing the need for in-house ICT
skills, cloud computing changes the financial
parameters of ICT while providing unprecedented
flexibility and scalability.

”

Adoption of cloud computing has been
relatively slow but, says Hector, demand is
building because of its inherent attractiveness.
“SMEs, in particular, cannot risk losing focus on
their core business,” he explains.
Third, Telkom can also offer true fixed linemobile convergence, creating a single
communications network on which the business
can operate—anywhere, any time. Ultimately,
Hector believes, SMEs will adopt unified
communications which will provide a single
platform for all forms of communication, including
data and video.
“The network is just the launch pad,” he
concludes. “I’m looking forward to us helping to
turn an SME client into the next Anglo American!”

Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store

www. itweb.co.za
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CASE STUDY

Case study: Illiad Africa Trading

About the client
Iliad Africa Trading is a JSE-listed retail organisation
focusing on sourcing, distributing, wholesaling, and
retailing general and specialised building materials.
The Group is a leading participant in the R64
billion per annum market for distributing building
materials, servicing a range of customers, from largescale development and construction groups to do-ityourself home owners, through 75 stores.
The Group's divisions - general building materials
and specialised building materials - are headed by
seasoned entrepreneurs. In 2010, these divisions
were sub-divided into Inland and Coastal, and Retail
and Wholesale respectively to enhance our ability to
leverage common pools of expertise while enabling
each division to focus on achieving its growth
targets. This structure also extends the depth of
senior management and accelerates the process of
succession planning.
The business case
"When we were looking for a strategic partner, the
one thing that was non-negotiable was that it

needed to fit into the Iliad way of doing things. The
company is in the process of converting its
solutions and adopting a strategy of not owning its
hardware," says Dr Deirdre Ackermann, group CIO
for Iliad Africa Trading.
She is accountable for the design of the IT
transformation strategy to consolidate businesses
that have been acquired over a period of time to a
centralised solution that operates on a common
backbone.
"This strategy means that we were looking for a
service provider to run not only our wide area
network but also getting involved in our virtual
desktops and providing us with the high-level support
we required," she says.
Partnering with Telkom Business
She says that Iliad interviewed various service
providers but it was ultimately Telkom Business that
provided the solutions they needed.
"Telkom Business was in the position to supply us
with integrated hosting, mobile, and voice solutions
so it made sense to work with them. Partnerships

www. itweb.co.za
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Telkom Business hosting environment
we adopted has become one of our
smartest and most strategic in South
Africa," she says.

“

WHAT MATTERED
WAS THAT WHEN
THERE WAS A
PROBLEM, TELKOM
WOULD MAKE SURE
THAT IT IS FIXED.

”

Dr Deirdre Ackermann, group CIO, Iliad Africa Trading

Implementation
Overall, Iliad Africa Trading has been
satisﬁed with the performance of
Telkom.
"There have been a few glitches but
these have been expected instead of
out of the ordinary. What mattered was
that when there was a problem, Telkom
would make sure that it is ﬁxed. To this
end, their responsiveness has really
been refreshing."
According to Ackermann, it was quite a
complex project owing tothe failover
they required.
"In addition, we also had many
elements of Telkom Business involved
in the project. What has really made a
difference is the fact that they had a
person who managed the account and
was focused on ensuring the solution
we required was delivered."
An essential element of this was for the account
manager to identify and send the appropriate team
to Iliad Africa Trading that was best equipped to deal
with that particular issue.
Impact and the future
"Through all of this, we would unreservedly
recommend Telkom Business. They have a smart team
of people who really do deliver on what they promise.
What is more, they took the time to understand our
specific requirements," she concludes.

WATCH VIDEO

Contact Details
are very important for us and the fact that Telkom
Business has been our long-standing
communications partner meant the decision was
made so much easier," says Ackermann.
Through the course of the intervening years, Iliad
Arica Trading completed internal strategic
discussions to ensure its roadmap was well
integrated with the available technology.
"This saw us getting more involved with our
partners. Such has this evolution been that the

Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store

www. itweb.co.za
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Helping SMEs overcome their most
critical business challenges
The globalised, digital
economy means that
business challenges are
business challenges, no
matter the size of the
organisation involved.
However, each segment of
the market faces its own
unique set of trials, and none
more so than those in the
SME space.

Kevin Jacobson,

GM: enterprise marketing,
MTN Business

Kevin Jacobson, GM: enterprise marketing at
MTN Business, says that the company has
identiﬁed four real challenges facing this sector.
The ﬁrst and most prominent of these is cash ﬂow,
closely followed by cost containment. In addition,
he adds, marketing is a very critical challenge for
most small businesses, while labour laws continue
to impact the decisions these entities make
regarding the employment of human resources.
“At MTN Business, we try to ﬁnd solutions to
help our SME customers overcome these
challenges. Our advice is always that when
purchasing technology, what they buy must
adhere to three criteria, namely it must save
them money, time and optimise their productivity,”
he says.

www. itweb.co.za
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“Our four key solutions connectivity, mobility, cloud
and managed services - speak
directly to these three
components. Furthermore,
since MTN Business has
restructured its own business
model to provide a genuine
one-stop-shop to customers,
we offer another key beneﬁt in
the form of accountability. We
have brought our ﬁxed and
mobile offerings together
under a single roof, providing
SMEs with a single point of
contact, a vital advantage for
the often overburdened SME
owner.”
In addition, explains
Jacobson, MTN Business assists
SMEs with a roadmap for their
company, designed to address
the speciﬁc requirements they
have at the time. It works with
other vendors to deliver the
best offerings in the market,
delivering solutions that grow
with the SME.
“It is a fact that some 96%
of SMEs fail within the ﬁrst
three to ﬁve years of operation,
due to the simple reason that
when someone launches such
a business, they seldom
understand every aspect
necessary to make it
successful. Understanding this,
MTN Business has put together
the MTN SME ProPack, which is
a combination of businessrelated services.”
Included in these services,
he says, are membership to the

INTERVIEW | Kevin Jacobson

WATCH VIDEO

MTN aims to create an environment for consistent growth
and development among SMEs.

National Small Business
Chamber (NSBC) and access to
a business networking portal
that assists SMEs with support
and advice around a range of
issues - such as tax queries or
human resource matters - that
may impact the company.
“Furthermore, large
corporates are able to post
tenders on the platform,
allowing SMEs to individually or
collectively tender for these.
From an MTN Business
perspective, our aim is to
create an environment for
consistent growth and business
development amongst SMEs.
For us, it is ultimately about
assisting them to grow beyond

the crucial three- to ﬁve-year
period, enabling us to build
genuinely long-term
relationships with them,” he
concludes.

Contact Details
For more information, contact
Kevin Jacobson at MTN Business.

kevin_j@mtn.co.za
www.mtnbusiness.co.za
Tel: 0877 40 40 40 or 011 912 3000
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It’s a bold new digital world for
small businesses
And MTN Business is right there with you

Today, business competitiveness is no longer based
on the size of the enterprise, which is one of the
reasons why the SME sector is so successful. In
fact, entrepreneurs are considered the driving hub of
SA, fuelled by innovation and passion and are
considered to be indispensable contributors to the
future viability of the country. However, many small
businesses face enormous challenges. MTN
Business understands these challenges and the
complexities of running a small business, as well as
the support required to do so. It is for this reason
that MTN Business continues to place a strong focus
on aiding this market.
We are able to offer ICT infrastructure and
connectivity capabilities equivalent to a corporate

giant, at a fraction of the cost to such a market.
What’s more, we are committed to delivering
solutions that drastically improve any SME’s
competitiveness, productivity and service delivery
without the exorbitant capital investments typically
associated with this infrastructure.
Sponsoring a platform such as the Big Break
Legacy TV show adds to this commitment and
allowed us the opportunity to demonstrate our
commitment to local SMEs – driving a platform that
fosters a new generation of successful South
African entrepreneurs.
After a successful first season, MTN Business
sponsored the second season of the Big Break
Legacy – once again offering local entrepreneurs a

www. itweb.co.za
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once in a lifetime opportunity to
make their dreams come true, as
they competed for the prize value
of R5 million. Together with the
support of leading corporations,
the show targeted existing
business ventures in need of
capitalisation for growth as well
as high impact business ideas
that require startup capital.
During the journey, contestants
had the opportunity to engage
with sponsors, such as MTN
Business. This allowed the
contestants and viewers to really
discover how technology and
solutions such as MTN ProPack
could improve and empower their
business – from products and
services, to networking options,
support and loyalty points.
We know that SMEs require
affordable solutions, self service
tools, advice from professionals
when required and the flexibility to
control their spending. Our
unwavering commitment to the
SME market and tailored solutions
such as MTN ProPack provide all
the tools and services SMEs need
to run their business the way they
want to – without the hassle. This
means that they can focus on
starting, growing or expanding
their business, with MTN Business
there, every step of the way.
Samsung, which provided
some of its latest technology to

the contestants to utilise during
tasks, has a likeminded
perspective. Samsung
understands that it is the smaller
entrepreneurial companies that
are bringing change and progress
to the market and therefore, has
developed a range of solutions
that provide all the tools that a
startup entrepreneur will need to
remain completely mobile and
ensure that they are brought
closer to their customers – to
better share, collaborate and
discover new opportunities and in
turn, increase business efﬁciency
and functionality.
To this end, Samsung
believes that technology is a
prerequisite within any new
startup or existing business and
therefore, aims at providing the
competitive edge where it is
needed most. This said, however,
Samsung also understands that
businesses of all sizes are faced
with budget constraints and as a
result, develops solutions that
are cost effective yet optimised
for the mobile workforce –
secure, manageable enterprise
mobility platforms. In fact,
Samsung’s platform solution for
the SME market is made up of
40 different offerings in the form
of security, messaging,
virtualisation, collaboration and
business applications.

It is this type of technology
infrastructure that deﬁnitely
places the entrepreneur at the
centre of the business, without
geographical limitations by
creating a virtual ofﬁce that
supports connectivity, increases
decision-making speed and the
ability to service clients with
minimised delay. Samsung
ascribes to the business principle
that a smarter environment
should be available to all. By
developing collaborative
technologies that are produced in
response to both predicted and
actual customer needs, the
company is able to offer different
devices with varied form factors,
screen sizes and operating
systems to really drive an allencompassing solution,
customised for the speciﬁc
environment.

Contact Details
For more information, contact
Kevin Jacobson at MTN Business.

www.mtnbusiness.co.za
Tel: 0877 40 40 40 or 011 912 3000

The winner of Big Break Legacy season 2 was
Sanele Makinane and was announced at a
prestigious gala dinner in Johannesburg, walking
away with a whopping R5-million investment.
MTN Business, driving a bold new digital world.
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SMEs embracing the connected world
Following global trends,
South African employees, and
even business owners, are better
able to balance their business
and home lives by working
wherever they ﬁnd themselves. It
makes sense for some
employees, especially those in
the sales environment, to be able
to work remotely.

With technology evolving at
an increasingly rapid rate,
small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) need to carefully
manage their limited budgets
while avoiding the temptation of
implementing solutions that
do not meet their business
requirements, says Kevin Jacobson,
GM: enterprise marketing at
MTN Business.
Employees are more mobile
than ever. Smartphones and
tablets have become essential
business tools. Having access to
information at the touch of a
button is critical for success. One
of the reasons for this can be
attributed to the growing
inﬂuence social networking is
having on people's lives. Now
responding to a customer query
is not a 'next-day' thing but a
'same hour' thing. And if you are
not fast enough, people are more
than willing to voice their
dissatisfaction online.
But while some might argue
that being constantly connected
is a bad thing, there are several
beneﬁts to it.

Work everywhere
In fact, it is not an unusual sight to
see parents working on their
mobile devices while sitting at the
sidelines of one of the sporting
activities of their children.
With this mobile lifestyle
comes improved cost efficiencies.
For example, solutions being able
to scale according to the needs of
the SME, means decision-makers
can better budget for growth and
can meet the needs of a constantly
changing market faster.
Working with a solutions
provider that can offer this flexibility
will be key for the success of any
SME. Business owners no longer
have to be satisfied with an ‘all or
nothing’ approach. They can specify
what their exact requirements are
and the solutions provider needs to
be able to meet those needs.
Never before has the saying 'the
customer is always right' been
as true as in the connected
world today.
Being flexible
Flexibility and customisation are
the most important terms today.
SMEs demand this ﬂexibility and
the providers need to be ready to
provide for this. It is therefore
important for an SME to work

with a provider that offers more
than just a contract of services to
be rendered.
True partnership is needed
as the provider has to understand
the business of the SME and the
issues that it might face. In turn,
the SME has the advantage of
working with a provider who has
already solved many of those
issues with other clients or has
the technical capacity to address
them as needed.
Just as the SME is trying to
be innovative in its space, so too
must the provider be innovative in
offering unique solutions,
leveraging today’s connected world.
So what does this mean for
SMEs in South Africa? Should they
embrace a mobile-only approach to
survive? A mobile-first thinking
from SMEs is important in order to
have differentiation over
competitors. And having the
benefit of an experienced service
provider such as MTN Business
means that decision-makers can
focus on driving the business
forward, while we take care of their
connectivity and mobile solutions
requirements.

Contact Details
For more information, contact Kevin
Jacobson at MTN Business.

www.mtnbusiness.co.za
Tel: 0877 40 40 40 or 011 912 3000
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By Janet Paterson
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Servers
Virtualisation
Laptops and PCs
Peripherals

Basing IT decisions entirely
around cost is a guaranteed bad
idea. First work out what you
need, then take it from there.

The kit | servers

Servers
By Janet Paterson

hey might look the same as the PCs
you’ve got running on your desks, but
servers are built to perform very diﬀerent
tasks, at a higher level than even a soupedup desktop could manage.
Unlike desktops, servers – and the
virtual machines you can run on them –
support the needs of multiple users,
supporting everything from email and
business applications to backups, printer
management, file sharing, spam and
enhanced IT security.
Sitting like an information hub at the
centre of your business, servers also make it
easy for your staﬀ to share information and
collaborate; drive productivity even further

T

by using one to support a virtual private
network that allows you to access the
network from anywhere. They are also built
to stay running 24/7/365.
Sure, they act up every now and then,
but unlike PCs, they are designed to handle
most of the challenges you can throw at
them, with built-in redundancy and backup storage options. They scale really easily
too. And if cost is an issue, servers can help
reduce overall hardware costs through
virtualisation and by allowing peripherals to
be shared over a network.
So if you operate a small to medium-size
business, the question is no longer "Do I need
a server?" but "What type of server do I need?"
www. itweb.co.za
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Which server is right for you?
Price is important, but so are manageability, power,
maintenance, installation and support. Basing IT decisions
entirely around cost is a guaranteed bad idea. First work out
what you need, then take it from there.

Server options
T A P T O V I E W F U L L S C R E E N S L I D E S H O W | 4 images

Not all servers are made equal and choosing the best one for you
depends a lot on the applications you plan to run on it. Here’s a
brief rundown of the options:

NAS
Network-Attached Storage (NAS) is a good, economical option if you have fairly
moderate server needs – some file sharing, back-up, and some remote-access
requirements for a handful of employees. Examples of the main NAS players are
Synology, HP, QNAP, Buﬀalo and Iomega, with Synology currently making the biggest
splash.

www.myist
ore.co.za
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Consider the following:
1.

You’re considering Platform A. The first
question to ask is: Do I have the existing
skills within my company to administer it?
2. What about support? Is it around-theclock, and what costs are involved?
Weekends?
3. What about compatibility and
availability? Does it work with what
you already have in-house? And what
about your customers and partners –
will the system integrate with theirs?
4. Don’t forget about installation and
automation: You’re not an enterprise,
and time is money. Ease of installation
as well as automated maintenance could
well be of greater value to you than
other, ‘sexier’ options that you simply
don’t need. Ultimately, you want
everything running smoothly and
eﬃciently and you want to have to call
on support as little as possible.
5. Scalability: You need room to grow.
Even if you can’t aﬀord a top-of-therange server right now, get something
that you can expand in the future. This
means a motherboard that can take on
more memory and drives that can
accommodate more storage space.
Ultimately it comes down to having a clear
understanding of your business’ current
needs and future plans for growth. Match
those with what the diﬀerent kinds of server
oﬀer and the decision will be made for you.
Virtualisation
Of course, you don’t need to go with any of
these. Today, there’s no need for physical
hardware at all, thanks to server virtualisation.

Not just the domain of the big guns,
server virtualisation offers smaller
businesses some tempting benefits too. By
allowing you to run multiple operating
systems, virtual machines and desktops
and apps on a single server, it’s a handy
way to cut your IT costs while boosting
agility and efficiency. Scalability, too – if
your business grows in leaps and bounds,
you can also consolidate your servers. You
might start by virtualising one or a couple
of servers, but you can always aggregate a
server cluster into a single consolidated
resource later on.

www.vmware.com

VMware is the leader of the pack
when it comes to virtualisation
and server consolidation.
The company claims it can drive server
utilisation to as high as 80%, which would
result in significant cost savings (up to 50%
in annual capital and operating costs)
without sacrificing reliability and
performance.

www. itweb.co.za
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Under the bonnet:
Server software
ou think server software, you think Microsoft, right? Not
necessarily. Over the past decade, open source, Linuxbased server software has grown in leaps and bounds. According
to IDC, Linux server demand has grown along with high
performance computing and cloud infrastructure deployments;
they now account for 20.4% of all server revenue, up 1.7 points
on Q4 2011.
And while they continue to have dedicated fans, the news
isn’t quite so good for UNIX servers: IDC reports that UNIX
servers experienced a revenue decline of 24.1% year over year to
$2.6 billion, representing 17.6% of quarterly server revenue.

Y
Shown below are
some of the more
popular options for
server software.

Server software options
TA P T O V I E W F U L L S C R E E N S L I D E S H O W

www.redhat.com
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Telkom Business – VPN
Taking business and communications
systems to the next level
At Telkom Business, we understand that for
customers’ businesses to perform at their
optimum, they need reliable communication
solutions that allow them to use information
and communication technology to streamline
their business communications, increase
productivity, and improve efficiencies and
customer-service levels. This is where VPN
Supreme comes in.
What is VPN?
VPN is a virtual private network service that connects multiple
sites to enable branch to data centre and inter-branch
business communication. So whether customers have multiple
branches in one area or throughout the country, their
employees can securely access business resources, such as
files, printers, databases or internal Web sites, no matter where
they’re based – in the data centre or somewhere in the cloud.
As one of the leading providers of WAN solutions, Telkom
has services designed to offer customers the highest levels of
flexibility, performance, reliability, service and value for money.
So, whatever a customer’s operational requirements and
business priorities, Telkom will work closely with them to
tailor-make a world-class VPN solution to specifically suit
their business.
Partner with a one-stop VPN provider
Telkom Business offers a one-stop VPN source. It designs
installs, maintains and manages the entire VPN Supreme
solution, leaving no gaps or loopholes. This gives customers a
single point of contact and accountability, cutting out the cost
and inefficiencies of dealing with multiple service providers.
In addition, Telkom’s solid track record and established
customer base across various industries, mean it is wellequipped to deliver quality VPN connectivity to suit any
businesses’ needs.
Flexibility and scalability
VPN Supreme is built to offer flexibility and scalability, so
customers can easily add, upgrade or move sites on their VPN
networks, as and when they need to.

Visit a Telkom store

10217

telkom.co.za/business

Telkom also provides a wide range of access technologies and
bandwidth options with speeds of up to a Gigabit per second
– depending on a customer’s specific needs.
Optimum performance
Telkom’s VPN Supreme is a Cisco-powered MPLS VPN and
therefore offers the benefits of best of breed technology and
end-to-end quality of service. This ensures maximum
throughput of traffic and minimal delay, jitter and packet loss.
Absolute affordability
There is no need to buy any software or hardware as Telkom
Business owns, operates and maintains all the VPN equipment
on its customers’ behalf. This means that there are no capital
costs or technology risks for the organisation to carry. Telkom
also provides customers with various volume and term options
to suit their specific needs.
Telkom Business is one of the leading VPN providers in
Africa with over 600 managed VPN customers and a
combined total of over 25 000 managed network end points.
The widest national network and operational presence
Telkom has the widest national network and operational
presence in all the main centres and towns throughout South
Africa. Its geographical reach and total bandwidth capacity of
its Cisco-powered network exceeds that of any other VPN
service provider in South Africa. This ensures an optimum level
of interoperability, performance and reliability.
So, no matter where Telkom’s customers’ branches are
based, they can rely on our world-class VPN connectivity.
VPN Supreme is matched by supreme service
Behind every VPN solution, there’s a team of experts. Telkom
deploys specialised program managers, solutions architects,
service managers, system integrators and network
administrators to design, build, manage and maintain a
network that works for its customers.
In turn, customers are supported by a team of over 100
Cisco-certified specialists and 600 highly-qualified
telecommunications engineers and technicians operating
from approximately 250 service centres countrywide.

Telkom-Business

TelkomZA

CASE STUDY

Telkom Business VPN Supreme solves
severe network challenges at EMC college
When Eastcape Midlands College faced insurmountable problems with its outdated IT system, Telkom Business
was called in to provide a current and future solution.

Eastcape Midlands College (EMC) is a Further
Education and Training (FET) institution with six
campuses in the Eastern Cape Midlands area, with a
head ofﬁce in Uitenhage. The college offers its
students “the key to a better future” through its
various programmes, learnerships and
apprenticeships, and strives for a 100% pass rate. It
focuses on quality teaching, learning and
assessment, but the smooth running of its
supporting services was being hampered by
outdated IT.
EMC services the employment needs of the highly
industrialised urban area of the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropole, as well as the skills needs of the
impoverished rural western part of the province. The

dispersed nature of its presence presented another
of the IT challenges that Telkom Business helped
EMC to overcome.
A solution urgently needed
“When I started at EMC four years ago, I
discovered that the organisation’s IT had been
designed for telephones, not networking and not
for administration,” says Clyde Sarrahwitz, the ICT
manager at EMC. “We used a Coltech server for
registrations and finance, and we actually had to
drive with the numbers between the campuses.
This caused continuous problems.”
Sarrahwitz says he was getting up to 100 calls a
day about the IT system and Coltech server, and one

www. itweb.co.za
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“

day he simply switched it off.
He called an emergency
meeting with top management
and told them what he needed
to keep the organisation
running optimally.
“The campuses were linked
Frankie De Sousa | sales manager at Telkom Business
on an unmanaged WAN at
EMC’s head ofﬁce with small,
point-to-point Diginet circuits,”
says Frankie De Sousa, sales
manager at Telkom Business. “Apart
from the size of the bandwidth being a
challenge as EMC’s data needs
increased over time, the outdated WAN
did not make provision for multiple
applications to be accessed over a
single network.”
With reliable and fast access from
the remote sites to the Coltech server
being the main driver behind the new
WAN requirements, EMC contacted
Telkom Business. Their additional
requirements were for central
management and control over Internet
access, and they were considering the
implementation of Voice Over IP (VOIP)
as well.
“It was identiﬁed that EMC required a
secure and cost-effective wide area
network, which provides for multiple
applications to be transmitted over a
single network,” says De Sousa.

WE IMPLEMENTED A VPN
SUPREME FOR EMC, LINKING
ALL THE CAMPUSES TO THEIR
HEAD OFFICE.

The Supreme solution
Telkom Business pitched its VPN
Supreme, a certified Cisco-powered network
solution based on a carrier class broadband IP
network. VPN Supreme offers end-to-end integrated
IP-VPN solutions with Quality of Service, based on
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS). VPN Supreme
is a completely outsourced solution, which includes
24-hour technical support and proactive network
management from Telkom Business’s National
Network Operations Centre (NNOC). For these
reasons, Telkom Business was chosen as the
preferred service provider.
“We implemented a VPN Supreme for EMC, linking
all the campuses to their head ofﬁce,” says De
Sousa. “Quality of Service was implemented to

”

prioritise trafﬁc over the network, giving preference to
mission-critical applications, such as Coltech.”
By simply implementing this, the Coltech trafﬁc
became more reliable and faster, especially over very
busy periods such as student registrations, which in
the past had been a challenge. Added to the QoS
beneﬁt on the VPN Supreme, Service Level
Agreements, Network Management and Performance
guarantees were implemented.
The QoS implementation of the network also
allowed for secure and managed VOIP to be
implemented and therefore EMC agreed to the
replacement of their outdated digital PBXs with
IPECS PBXs, which are Telkom Business’s IP
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“

communication solution
developed for businesses.
“The modular, fully distributed
IP architecture, rich set of
easy-to-use features and broad
base of applications hardware
Clyde Sarrahwitz | the ICT manager at EMC
and software made the IPECS
the obvious solution for EMC’s
VOIP communication needs
lab, they don’t have to wait hours for a response. We
and perfectly integrated into the new VPN Supreme,”
can remotely solve student problems via Remote
says De Sousa.
Desktop. No driving between the campuses.”
To allow EMC’s ICT ofﬁce to manage Internet
usage, Telkom Business installed its Internet Direct
The future
Internet Service (TIDIS) at the customer’s head
EMC is growing tremendously, with new campuses
ofﬁce. This is always-available Internet access
opening in Graaff-Reinet and Uitenhage in the next
allowing for multiple applications to be handled in
year. The new system can easily expand to meet the
error-free digital transmission. It offers high speed
IT requirements of the new campuses.
connectivity, ﬂexible infrastructure and conﬁguration.
As part of the solution, IP telephony phones have
Additional value-added services that were enabled
been installed, and the college is considering moving
by the platform include the implementation of Hosted
over to digital. “With the proper infrastructure, we’re
Exchange. “Managed by IT and Cloud Solutions from
investigating changing to digital,” says Sarrahwitz.
Telkom Business , Hosted Exchange is a business“We’re not ready yet, but working towards it. With the
class e-mail messaging and collaboration service
infrastructure in place, it won’t cost us that much.”
designed to help EMC communicate securely,
De Sousa adds that EMC also recently agreed to
efﬁciently and effectively,” says De Sousa “Hosted
host its DNS server in one of Telkom Business data
Exchange is a fully managed solution and therefore
centres, and to move its Internet service to there
EMC never needs to worry about the security,
with shared access from its VPN Sypreme, and an
integrity or delivery of their e-mail again.”
associated dedicated firewall to be hosted.
The solution provides guaranteed service levels and
Implementation of a Hosted IP contact centre is
predictable monthly costs with significantly lower cost
also underway.
of ownership for messaging and collaboration needs.
Where EMC has growth needs, Telkom Business is
there to service them, with what Sarrahwitz
Trouble-free implementation
describes as “excellent support”. A college that aims
Telkom Business managed the implementation of
to provide its students with a key to the future, now
these services. Telkom Business Project Management
was engaged to arrange all installations with EMC,
holds the key to its own success.
with regular project updates and meetings to ensure
smooth transition from legacy network and services to
Contact Details
Telkom Business’ latest offerings.
The implementation, which was completed ahead
Call 10217
of schedule, took approximately four months.
Click business.telkom.co.za
Sarrahwitz explains that all the routers were
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
preconﬁgured, and the installation was carried out
when campuses were closed, so the students were
not impacted by downtime at all.
“There were ﬂuent communications with the
project managers at Telkom Business and regular
mail updates at all times,” he says. “And from the
moment the system went live, there have been no
problems. Right now, if something goes wrong in a

FROM THE MOMENT THE
SYSTEM WENT LIVE, THERE
HAVE BEEN NO PROBLEMS.

”
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Laptops (and desktops)
By Janet Paterson

hile news of the death of the PC has
been greatly exaggerated, the
march of laptops and other portable devices
has naturally made a bit of a dent in the
market and, in the process, altered the PC
landscape.
But all is definitely not lost for the
‘humble’ desktop. Rob Enderle, president
and principal analyst of emerging
technology advisory firm the Enderle Group
has an interesting take on its’ future. He
believes the desktop must be reinvented.
“Lenovo is likely one of the companies that
will figure out that desktops are still viable –

W

and give them the reinvention they need,”
he says. “The company’s 27-inch table-top
all-in-one was arguably one of the most
innovative PCs at CES 2013, and it was a
desktop PC (even though it had a shortterm battery).”
“A next-generation desktop PC
designed to pair perfectly with tablets and
smartphones could shift the advantage back
their way… if they would build it,” says
Enderle. “I think someone will figure this
out eventually, much as IBM did with the
mainframe, but I also think we’ll be sorry it
took them so long.
www. itweb.co.za
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The following graph from IDC shows PCs holding their own for the foreseeable
future, albeit at a much reduced market share:

Total Worldwide Desktop
PC vs Portable PC
Shipments, 2013 - 2017
Emerging vs Mature Markets | Shipments in Millions
Mature Markets - Desktop PC

Mature Markets - Portable PC

Emerging Markets - Desktop PC

Emerging Markets - Portable PC
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I’m imagining a desktop that’s small, fast, with lots
of capacity, a large 4K display, and a high-speed tablet
sync connection.”
Until that happens, and with SMEs currently very much
in laptop land, that’s what we’ll focus on here.
Choosing your machine
When looking for a laptop that will meet your specific needs,
as always, it’s easy to be overwhelmed by choice. The key
things to consider, however, are pretty straightforward.
Processing power

“When looking for
a laptop that will
meet your specific
needs, as always,
it’s easy to be
overwhelmed by
choice. The key
things to consider,
however, are pretty
straightforward.”

Less expensive machines will probably house Intel Pentium
CPUS, or AMD E series processors. These are perfectly
adequate for basic tasks but not really suitable for anything
beyond the very basics. What you really want is an Intel Core
i3 CPU or AMD A series. Serious power users may still find
these lacking and want something with even more fire in the
belly, such as a Core i7, with a quad-core chip. Having said
that, a dual-core chip is more than sufficient for nontechnical, non-graphic-intensive users.
Battery life
The point of a laptop being portability, it’s no surprise
that the battery is extremely important. Battery packs

www. itweb.co.za
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come in three, six and nine-cell options
which you can swap out as needed. A
snap-on battery base can be useful too.
Remember that the bigger the battery, the
more the weight. Apple machines,
however, have non-removable batteries.

Here’s a small selection of
what we consider to be the
leading contenders for best
business-class laptop:
TA P I M A G E S T O V I E W F U L L S C R E E N S L I D E S H O W

Taking the RAM by the horns – quickly
Can you even buy anything with less than
4GB these days? If you’re going to be
running lots of apps and burning up your
machine with productivity software, look
for 8GB upwards.
In terms of speed, if you’re the user
equivalent of a Sunday driver, you might be
happy with a large, spacious machine with
not too much horse power underneath the
hood. But if you’re built for speed and not
for love, you’ll certainly want a 7 200-rpm
hard drive to give you a head start.
As for hard drive size, will you be
playing as well as working on your laptop?
These days, there’s not all that much
diﬀerence price-wise between a 320GB and
750GB drive, so it might just come down to
budget after all. If you want to soup things
up a bit, you can consider a solid state drive
(SSD). Not cheap, but they improve
performance all round.
Best business-class laptops
When it comes to making your final choice,
you will probably tweak some of the specs in
line with your specific requirements. At this
level, the necessary fundamentals discussed
above are likely to be taken care of, so it’s
really up to your personal preferences and
how you want to make the machine yours.

Apple Macbook Pro 15-Inch
With Retina Display
What makes it special? As the name
suggests, this is a machine for hawk-eyed
users. With more than five million pixels
packed in, it’s a sight for sore eyes. The
phenomenal 2880x1800 resolution on the
15-inch MacBook Pro says it all. The 7-hour
charge and 30-day standby time are
impressive, too.
PRICE:

R22 999+
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The days of large enterprises
holding the keys to quality IT
and services are gone.
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Up in the clouds
By Kirsten Doyle

loud technologies have revolutionised IT for businesses.
There can be little doubt that cloud is one of the key game
changers of the past few years, bringing enormous benefits for
companies.
Adopting cloud technologies can add value to all businesses,
regardless of size, but although SMEs are talking about cloud,
are they investing in these technologies?
A recent report by the Federation of Small Businesses in the UK
revealed that even though 60% of SMEs surveyed said that
technology investment is important, only 26% are actually investing.
The SME Survey 2012 mirrored these results, saying that
although the benefits of adopting cloud are many, SMEs have yet
to embrace these technologies. In fact, a mere 9% of SMEs had
made use of the cloud by the end of 2011.

C
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According to the survey, this isn’t a shocker,
as SMEs tend to follow the lead of larger
INFOGRAPHIC | Tap to view
enterprises, and only some 50% of
enterprises are using cloud technologies.
In 2012, cloud adoption among SMEs was
predicted to reach only 18%.
The lag in cloud adoption among SMEs can
be largely attributed to a lack of
understanding of the whole cloud concept,
the benefits it can bring, and the risks
associated with cloud.
However, it is widely accepted now that,
particularly where SMEs are concerned, the
cloud is actually more secure than the
average SME’s network.
All SMEs could benefit from lower
operational and capital technology costs, as
well as better functionality and flexibility. In
addition, the benefits of significantly reduced
general costs, better customer service, and
better employee experience are being missed
out on.
Source: MYOB Business Monitor: March 2013
In fact, cloud computing should be
extremely attractive to the SME, since
instead of forking out vast sums, the
investment becomes more of a running
cost, freeing up money for other things.
Another benefit is reduced hassle. With cloud, apps are hosted
on the provider’s infrastructure, and are patched and updated with
no headache on the SMEs side. In addition, cloud services can be
expanded to suit a business’s needs, adding more capacity as and
when needed, instead of further capital investments.
Moreover, cloud services often have more features than
their counterparts, as all customers share the costs of the

“All SMEs could benefit from lower operational and capital technology
costs, as well as better functionality and flexibility.”
www. itweb.co.za
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infrastructure. In this way, SMEs have access to
technologies that were previously considered
unaffordable.
Ultimately, SMEs that are making use of the cloud are
able to grow faster, produce more goods and services, and
hire more people. It allows SMEs to compete more
eﬀectively by streamlining their services.
Interesting research by Australian-based MYOB
shows that SMEs that are adopting cloud technologies
are more likely to show positive financial results, since
these technologies have aided them in being more
connected, productive and competitive.
MYOB described its findings as “providing a clear-cut
case for embracing online technologies in business,” and
said that the gap in financial performance between the
‘online-savvy’ and ‘online-cautious’ is widening.
Also key to the findings was that SMEs said they’d
happily vote for a political party that proposed
“providing free government-funded training to all
small businesses on how to use the Internet to enhance
and grow their business."
According to the SME Survey, answers to some of the
questions – such as the form of cloud computing being
used – highlight the total lack of clarity around the issue.
Even the few SMEs that are using cloud seem to have little
understanding of its definitions, with only 4% being able
to say whether they use private or public cloud.
The survey also reported that managers and business
owners who “do not anticipate their employees’ needs
for cloud services, from hosted mail to online data
storage” could find themselves in a situation where their
employees are using these technologies regardless, in
potentially unregulated and insecure ways that could
result in the company’s data being compromised.
So the challenge remains: How do we make sure
that SMEs understand what cloud is, what it can do for
their businesses, and the extent of its transformational
potential? Until clarity is achieved, the cloud will
remain a nice, but little understood, concept.
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Telkom Cloud Solutions
Cloud computing is taking the world by storm, delivering the services and software that
businesses need at a lower cost, with a closer fit and without the need for capital expenditure.
Telkom Business offers a full range of cloud business
services, enabling government departments to access the
latest technology to drive service delivery, without incurring
major expenses.
Within this extensive portfolio of offerings are utility
services, such as Telkom LAN Element Management (LEM),
Hosted Managed Backup and Disaster Recovery, Basic Hosting
and Managed Server Hosting, Hosted Storage and Managed
WAN Optimisation.
LEM is uniquely offered to Telkom’s VPNS customers. It
complements the existing Managed Telkom VPNS Solutions to
provide an end-to-end managed WAN service, eliminating the
complications of multiple service providers.
These utility services are essential aspects of technology
infrastructure which once were ‘owned and operated’ by
businesses or government departments.
Provided as managed services by Telkom Business, these
services deliver the processing power, storage capacity,
backup and restoration, disaster recovery and network
management capabilities required by every organisation.
The difference is that each service is accurately matched to
the needs of the client: they pay only for what they need,
eliminating the potential for over-provisioning and the
associated fruitless expenditure.
Hosted Storage serves as an ideal example, as data storage
requirements continue to spiral. Traditional ownership models
require organisations to expend large sums on new equipment
to meet demand. With Hosted Storage, the organisation’s
requirements are accurately met by the service provider, with
incremental costs incurred for additional capacity, which is
delivered ‘on demand’ as required.
With the infrastructure layer comprehensively addressed,
Telkom Business also offers a broad range of software
applications popular with government departments. Hosted
Exchange provides fully-managed email in direct response to
organisational needs, complete with antivirus protection and
spam filtering. Pastel My Business Online is a hosted, multi-user
online accounting application with dashboards, graphs and
drilldowns to any transaction, accessible 24/7 via the Internet.
VIP Liquid Payroll is an online payroll system that complies with
RSA legislation, prints payslips, and generates IRP5s.
The range of cloud computing managed services delivered
by Telkom Business is ever-expanding, in accordance with
market developments, client needs and technology

Visit a Telkom store

10217

telkom.co.za/business

availability. However, consistent across all services, is Telkom’s
drive to deliver high-performance solutions that improve
convenience and reduce cost for its clients, whether in
government or business.
Assisting clients to get the most from their technology and
communications infrastructure and services, Telkom Business
offers its professional services. This division provides
professional insight and guidance to those customers who
require advice or consultancy in terms of specific service
requirements across the mobile, voice, data, convergence or
data centre hosting space.
These services are designed to maximise the performance
of an existing network and, in doing so, ensure a superior
product experience for customers. Professional services are
customised to each customer’s request, offering customers a
value-added, need-specific product.
With its knowledge of the intricacies of internet business,
telecommunications and data networks, and information
technology architecture, devices and components, Telkom
Business Professional Services is ideally positioned to maximise
value from technology infrastructures.
Where other professional services are offered by specialist
consultancies, Telkom Business’s offering is combined with the
company’s knowledge of and experience within the ICT
industry. The result is a set of converged services from the IT
and the telecommunications perspective, ideal for the delivery
and support of the converged cloud computing solutions in
use by business and government departments today.

Telkom-Business

TelkomZA

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

TELCOS
BEST
PLACED
TO HOST
CLOUD
SERVICES
Theo Bensch | Managing Executive, Telkom Business IT & Cloud Solutions.
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Telecoms service providers can offer several
advantages over traditional IT service providers when
it comes to delivering

T

elecoms service providers have the
potential to offer several advantages over
traditional IT service providers when it comes to
delivering cloud services and solutions, says Theo
Bensch, managing executive, Telkom Business IT
& Cloud Solutions.
Bensch says the entire cloud and hosted
data centre, whether it is as complex as moving
mission-critical data and applications to the cloud
or as simple as providing data centre hosting
solutions, is an engagement embedded in trust.
Enterprises have valid concerns about security
and availability when their applications are in the
cloud, he notes, and telecoms service providers in
most instances have had long-standing trust
relationships and partnerships with their
customers, with respect to security and availability
in their network connectivity. Telcos’ cloud and
data centre solutions are a natural extension of
these traditionally strong relationships, he believes.
In addition, Bensch says, telcos have several
key advantages over IT service providers when it
comes to cloud service provision:
Firstly, he says Telcos have a vast connectivity
footprint and in many instances they are Tier 1
bandwidth providers. In addition, there is the
question of scale. “Cloud computing depends on
elasticity, making scale critical. Telcos have
generally invested heavily over many years in IT and
infrastructure, allowing them to deliver at scale.”
In terms of commitment, telcos are subject to
stringent regulatory compliance, and customers
can benefit immensely from this, he adds.
“Telco people tend to be pragmatic, engineering
and process-orientated people. This is necessary in
delivering on cloud infrastructure and services. In
addition, telcos have generally been running massive
internal IT environments in partnership with
software and hardware providers for many years,

TELCOS HAVE
EVOLVED OVER THE
YEARS IN THE FACE OF
NEW TECHNOLOGIES.

“

”

allowing them to fully understand second, third and
fourth level support,” says Bensch.
It is his opinion that Telco’s also understand
how to derive the most from their relationships
with hardware and software providers, and their
cloud and IT solutions have these fundamental
relationships embedded in their solution and
service oﬀerings.
Lastly, he cites innovation. “Telcos have evolved
over the years in the face of new technologies. In
order to thrive in a changing environment, they have
developed a culture of innovation.”
“IT and networks are converging at a rapid pace.
As IT functions increasingly depend on connectivity,
the communications layer becomes critically
important. Innovation in our customers’ IT
environments will drive future business strategy and
Telco-based cloud and data centre solutions. We will
be well positioned to allow customers a great level of
new possibilities in delivering strategic IT solutions
for 21st century companies,” says Bensch.

Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
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Case study: Interconnect Systems

About the client
Founded in 1986, Interconnect Systems is ﬁrmly
positioned as one of the leading privately-owned,
black economically empowered network
infrastructure solution providers in South Africa.
The company operates from a head ofﬁce in
Johannesburg and a nation-wide network of 15
branches and two satellite ofﬁces. The company
enables the delivery and support of network
infrastructure solutions and services throughout
South Africa, as well as in neighbouring countries
such as Swaziland, Lesotho, Botswana, Mozambique,
Namibia and Zimbabwe.
Each branch is a fully operational unit and has a
support structure that includes technical teams and

a qualiﬁed project or team leader. These ﬁeld experts
are responsible for implementing solutions according
to strict quality control standards and the regulations
of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
Interconnect Systems is a Global Alliance Partner
of LanTroVision, the world’s largest formal
partnership of companies in the communications
and cabling industry. LanTroVision was established to
offer global customers value added services and the
assurance that installation standards are adhered to
across the world.
The company has carefully selected partners with
premier international manufacturers of products and
components deployed throughout the convergence,
cabling and connectivity infrastructure industry.

www. itweb.co.za
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Suppliers include worldfamous brand names such as
Krone, Molex and Siemon.

“

TELKOM BUSINESS IS
ESSENTIALLY A FUTUREPROOF PROVIDER. THEY HAVE
ACCESS TO ALL THE BANDWIDTH
WE REQUIRE NOW AND INTO THE
FUTURE AND WITH THEM IT IS A
CASE OF WHAT YOU BUY IS WHAT
YOU GET.

The business case
According to Hansie Fourie,
COO at Interconnect Systems,
the company had been using a
complete outsourced system
that included servers and a
network implementation.
"However, despite this, we
never seemed to have
sufﬁcient capacity or the
Hansie Fourie | COO at Interconnect Systems
performance needed for our
operational requirements. We
WATCH VIDEO
battled with down-time, limited
bandwidth, and contention
ratios. It was simply a case of
never getting what we paid for," says
Fourie.
Interconnect decided to make the
move to a new service provider in an
attempt to rectify these issues.

”

Partnering with Telkom Business
"We were a Telkom Business customer
in the past based on traditional ﬁxed
line services and had good experiences
with them. It was therefore a logical
decision to select Telkom Business as
our new service provider. As we had
done our own existing network design,
we were in a position to provide them
with a full system layout and exact
speciﬁcations of what we required," he
says.
Interconnect used the opportunity to
work very closely and successfully with
Telkom Business to ensure that all
operational requirements associated
with additional functionality, system
performance and reliability, as well as
connectivity access and bandwidth
were taken into account.
Fourie says that Telkom Business
clearly demonstrated the technology
and the skills required to deliver the
services Interconnect needed.
"Telkom Business is essentially a
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Implementation
He says that the time spent by
Telkom Business in the
planning phase paid handsome
dividends with implementation
and roll out completed
smoothly and efficiently.
"Not only did Telkom
Business supply us with
fixed-DSL connectivity and
bandwidth, but we found the
converged IT and
communication network
solution to be very appealing.
They also assisted us in the migration of our mobile
lines to Telkom Mobile to offer a very appealing,
cost-effective service based on a single point of
contact," adds Fourie.

TELKOM BUSINESS
DEMONSTRATED AND
PROVED THAT THEY ARE A WORLDCLASS ORGANISATION AND
DELIVERED EVERYTHING WE NEED
AND ASKED OF THEM.

Hansie Fourie | COO at Interconnect Systems

”

future-proof provider. They have access to all the
bandwidth we require now and into the future and
with them it is a case of what you buy is what you
get. The company has a national footprint and has
proved to be more than capable of servicing all our
branches across the country," says Fourie.
Telkom Business provided Interconnect with a
dedicated account manager who has been the
central point of contact to make the entire process
as smooth as possible. The solution provided to
Interconnect includes numerous 4Mbps DSL lines to
its branch ofﬁces. Furthermore, Telkom Business
hosts the head ofﬁce systems.
"Overall, the cost of the new implementation was
signiﬁcantly less than what we were paying the
previous service provider," says Fourie.

Impact and the future
"For us, long-term partnerships are extremely
important. Telkom Business is already proving that it
is not only a service provider dedicated to providing
the quality we required, but that it is committed to a
partnership that has a lot of potential for us in terms
of future growth. In fact, whenever we meet with our
customers we are extremely conﬁdent in being able
to recommend Telkom Business in terms of its
service offerings," he says.
"While some people may have a perception that
Telkom Business does not provide good service, our
experience proves beyond doubt that this perception
is totally false. Telkom Business demonstrated and
proved that they are a world-class organisation and
delivered everything we need and asked of them."

Contact Details
Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
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Small business, big data
By Kirsten Doyle

mall businesses are followers, not
leaders, when it comes to
implementing the latest technologies.
The term ‘big data’ is used to describe a
collection of data sets – structured,
unstructured and complex – that are so
large and multiform that it is impossible to
process them using traditional database
management tools or data processing
applications.
Every action leaves a digital footprint,
from emails and tweets, to videos,
spreadsheets, social media, and company
data. This sea of data cannot be collected,

S

stored and analysed properly without some
heavy-duty tools.
Big data has been described as a game
changer, and a trend that will spearhead
new waves of business productivity,
innovation and growth. When used
effectively, it enables companies to better
understand their customers, predict
customer behaviour, and introduce more
tailored offerings. There can be little doubt
that companies harnessing the power of big
data are performing better than their peers.
However, big data is still perceived as
something for the enterprise only. This is
www. itweb.co.za
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largely because SMEs don’t have the
resources to collect, store and analyse this
flood of information. The good news is that
SMEs no longer need be left behind.
Analytics tools are becoming more
aﬀordable. Free tools such as Google
Analytics and Bing Webmaster Tools are
there for the taking, and open source
platforms, such as Hadoop, ensure that
SMEs can benefit from big data.

data sources to make it much easier to
analyse and use eﬀectively.

Big data problem?

Look to the future

Before investing in any new technology,
SMEs need to figure out what data they
have and what business advantage could be
gained from it. They also need to establish
whether or not they have the capability to
process the data accordingly. If they have
this capacity, it provides a data-driven
business opportunity. If they do not, they
have a big data problem.

Make sure that any systems implemented will
work today and tomorrow. The tools chosen
today must be able to handle the growth of big
data tomorrow. Make sure these tools keep
your data accurate, up-to-date, and clean.

Organise your data
Bear in mind that data insights are only as
good as the data itself. Data must be managed
much like any other process. SMEs must
decide which data is important and which is
not. A big stumbling block to successful big
data utilisation is badly organised data that is
not related to other data being generated.
Combining all the important data from the
various sources is the first step.
Data is housed all over, and most SMEs
don’t have the know-how to combine it, let
alone analyse it properly. Instead of using
diﬀerent products for diﬀerent functions
(such as CRM, Web, e-mail, social media),
rather integrate tools into a single platform.
This removes the headaches and combines

Security and governance
Even SMEs must ensure they have
governance and security in place to protect
their employees, data, networks, partners
and customers. This means closely
examining all the data sources they are
analysing for potential vulnerabilities.

The role of CRM
There are several reasonably priced (and
even some free) CRM systems that boast the
ability to track interactions with present
and potential customers: Salesforce,
Nimble, and Zoho, to name but a few.
Choose a platform that integrates social
media functionality, to streamline data
collection from myriad sources.
All companies, regardless of their size,
should be formulating a big data strategy. Big
data offers immediate access to information,
and the insight it provides allows businesses to
be innovative, to act on emerging trends, and
to better target their customers.
There is little doubt that SMEs who
take advantage of all the benefits offered
by big data will outperform their peers.
Not only that, but they’ll be better
equipped to manage the flood of data
coming in to their organisations.
www. itweb.co.za
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Not your father’s business
software
By Cathleen O’Grady

A new generation of business
applications is prioritising
intuitiveness, good looks and
elasticity – for businesses of
any size.

usiness software has come a long way
since the unintuitive, ugly and
complex applications of a generation ago.
Consumerisation has pushed business
software to become zippier, prettier and
more usable, while the drive towards the
outsourcing of IT sees more businesses
moving to the cloud. Don’t be fooled into
thinking that SMEs will be forced to the
slow end of the curve by budget
constraints: for the first time, the cloud has
enabled even the smallest business to have
access to the same cutting-edge software as
the biggest of enterprises.

B
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Follow the consumer
Until recently, business was one of the
primary drivers of new technology.
Corporates had cellphones before the
average Joe, old business laptops became
hand-me-downs for nieces and nephews,
and clunky business-oriented word
processors eventually became refined into
user-friendly GUIs used for high school
essays and pedestrian attempts at novels.
Today, things are backwards.
Knowledge workers who use Dropbox for
their family photos realise how the
convenience of the service can contribute to
their working lives, and start using it
without even considering getting approval
from IT. The company then has to catch up
with instigating a corporate cloud service,
before the illicit cloud usage can pose too
much of a security threat. Employees who
use smartphone apps to track their budgets,
petrol consumption, sleeping patterns and
calorie intake suddenly realise how great it
would be to have data like this in their
professional lives, and jump into the world
of big data. We crowd-source work-related
information on Twitter, collaborate on
Facebook, and tear our hair out when we
have to resort to miles-long email threads to
achieve the same type of discussion at work.
Consumer tech is now developing at
such a pace that it is defining and
directing business software: the so-called
‘upside-down pyramid’. “The initial
lessons and learning are done by
consumers, and enterprises haven’t really
started yet. They’re learning from
consumers here,” says Matt Piercy,
VMware VP for northern EMEA.

“The growing requirement for
the UI to be personalised by the
user – without programming –
means that people increasingly
want to personalise the UI of
standard applications to meet
their specific requirements.”
Louise Thompson, corporate services director
at SYSPRO

The eﬀect of this is that business
software has changed form to look more like
the applications we download in our
personal lives: it looks good, works better,
translates well from PC to mobile, functions
in the cloud, and includes collaborative and
social media-type tools.
According to Louise Thompson,
corporate services director at SYSPRO,
consumerisation has brought about a
number of important changes to software,
ranging from the user interface (UI) to the
presence of corporate app stores. UIs have
changed to become better designed for
touch screens, and to be able to function
across a wider range of devices. “Because
touch requires larger icons, the graphics
and image aspect of the UI is also
changing,” says Thompson. “The growing
requirement for the UI to be personalised
by the user – without programming –
means that people increasingly want to
personalise the UI of standard applications
to meet their specific requirements.”
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Corporate app stores are becoming
increasingly important, allowing end-user
self-service in a familiar format, says
Thompson. These are online sites much like
iTunes or the Google Play store “where all
the applications for a business can be
located and downloaded to any authorised
user’s device,” she explains. A major
advantage of this is that diﬀerent
applications and tools can be used by a
broader range of users.
Social media trends are also becoming
more applicable in the business world, says
Jon Hoehler, manager: Mobile Technologies
at Deloitte Digital. Functioning much the
same as recreational social networks such
as Facebook, these applications allow
users to post a request for information or a
point for discussion that is capable of
reaching an entire network of colleagues –
including those in branches worldwide.
Discussions, sharing of materials and
enhanced collaboration are then made
possible. “The aim is to connect with
people,” says Hoehler. “It’s about building
and forming bonds within the
organisation, and finding expertise.”

According to Hoehler, improved
collaboration can have an impact on the
bottom line, by reducing communication
costs and enabling faster access to
information. “It’s about bringing about cost
reduction and increased speed and
eﬃciency, through collaboration and
streamlining business processes,” notes
Hoehler.
Along with social media, ‘gamification’
is an up-and-coming trend in promoting
business communication. Gamification is
the practice of using game-like rewards,
such as points and leaderboards (which may
translate into real-world prizes) to
encourage behaviour in non-game settings.
For example, “If someone uploads
information, they could get rewarded with
points for their participation, which could
maybe be translated to a reward within the
organisation, such as an extra day’s leave,”
suggests Hoehler.
With the changing applications
landscape, and the variety of different
devices being used by staff, businesses should
focus on device- and platform agnosticism in
the software they deploy, says Thompson.

“The aim is to connect with
people. It’s about building and
forming bonds within the
organisation, and finding
expertise.”
Jon Hoehler, manager: Mobile Technologies at
Deloitte Digital
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Software as a
Service (SaaS)
Platform as a
Service (PaaS)

The number of devices – often owned by
employees rather than the company – also
necessitates licensing the user, rather than
the device. “This allows employees to swop
and migrate to new devices, but also allows
companies to automatically switch off a
licence when an employee leaves the
company,” she explains.
Keep your head in the cloud
Many current business applications are
increasingly being designed for the cloud.
This “Software as a Service” (SaaS) model is
widely considered to have multiple benefits,
but for many businesses, there is a still a lack
of understanding of the cloud and its various
permutations. An AVG survey found that
33% of small businesses do not understand
what the cloud is, while a 2013 Brother

Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS)

survey of small businesses found that 27% of
small businesses do not understand it well or
at all, and only a worrying 46% understood
the term “somewhat”.
Essentially, the cloud is a method of
outsourcing various IT services to
specialised service providers. The ‘cloud
computing stack’ includes diﬀerent levels,
or layers, of services which can be
outsourced, and which are collectively
referred to as the ‘cloud’. The feature
common to all of these services is that they
involve a business paying to use shared
computing resources, such as servers,
networks, or software, and outsourcing the
maintenance of these resources to a cloud
service provider.
The outsourcing of IT – otherwise
known as “IT as a service” or ITaaS – can
www. itweb.co.za
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take place at any or all of the three layers of
the cloud computing stack: at the
infrastructure, platform, or software level.
Outsourcing of the bottom level,
infrastructure, allows businesses to access
servers, data centre space, or network
equipment as an on-demand service, rather
than investing in their own infrastructure at
great expense. The advantages of this
“Infrastructure as a Service” or IaaS model
are myriad, and include the ability for SMEs
to gain access to computing infrastructure
as an operational expense rather than a
capital expense, as well as the potential for
quick, on-demand expansion of resources.
The next level of the cloud computing
stack, Platform as a Service (or PaaS),
provides a computing platform as an ondemand, hosted service. This enables
businesses to quickly create and deploy
applications, without having to buy and
maintain the underlying software platforms.
As with IaaS, the benefits of PaaS include
access to computing platforms as an
operational rather than capital expenditure,
and the increased agility created by access
to services on demand.
The final level of cloud is Software as a
Service (SaaS) is software deployed over the
Internet, provided on an on-demand basis
and maintained by the service provider.

“If ever a technology was made
for a sector, cloud was made for
SMEs.”
Desmond Nair, head of eco-system and channels,
SAP Africa

Examples of SaaS include the ubiquitous
Google and Dropbox, but include a wide
variety of business applications, ranging
from customer relations management and
email, to accountancy and payroll. SaaS
allows businesses to shift their focus away
from software maintenance to their core
business objectives, and is growing swiftly
in popularity: Gartner estimated that SaaS
revenue would double between 2010 and
2015, to reach a projected $21.3bn.
Businesses may choose to outsource their
IT at some or all of these levels, with certain
providers offering “mix-and-match” models
that allow a choice of diﬀerent service
providers at different levels. For example, a
business may choose to use its own servers,
storage and networks, and maintain its own
platforms, but use managed services for its
email and main business software. On the
other hand, a business may choose to
outsource at all three levels, but use different
service providers at each.
Not just for the big guys
A pervasive myth among small businesses is
the idea that the cloud is for large
enterprises. In AVG’s survey on small
businesses, 22% of respondents thought
that cloud services were designed for large
businesses. This could not be further from
the truth.
“If ever a technology was made for a
sector, cloud was made for SMEs,” says
Desmond Nair, head of eco-system and
channels, SAP Africa. “For an SME,
technology must be aﬀordable, quick and
easy to implement and maintain, and the
cloud ticks all of those boxes.”
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The cloud closes the gap in technology
between enterprises and SMEs by allowing
them access to cutting-edge technology at
scaleable prices, says Gareth Jane, partner
strategy advisor at Microsoft SA. “Ten
years ago, if you wanted big company IT,
you had to buy your own servers and
install expensive software. Now, you can
use the Internet to access services such as
email, backup, file storage and sharing,
document collaboration, customer
relationship management, HR applications
and Web conferencing.”
“Cloud computing reduces IT costs,
allowing businesses to carry on working if
something happens to their computers,
providing secure storage for data and
oﬀering access to new services and

upgrades,” adds Jane. “Users can
maximise productivity and stay
focused on business-critical
needs without having to invest in
expensive IT infrastructure or
additional staﬀ.”
For SMEs, the agility provided by
cloud allows access to the same
technology used by enterprises,
growing with the business from
as little as a single initial user, to
hundreds of users down the line.
The ability to outsource IT and
have access to a huge variety of
computing resources as an
operational expenditure is
invaluable, and it shows in the
uptake of cloud services among
SMEs: by 2016, it’s estimated
that SMEs will spend $65 billion
worldwide on cloud, says Nair.
As with any technology, it’s not all
good news. The cloud has come with a host
of concerns about security. Storing
essential business data in external facilities
is thought to open up vulnerability to
attack, and may cause problems with
legislative compliance when it comes to
certain types of sensitive data. However,
the advantages of the cloud outweigh the
concerns, says Jane: “There’s a perception
that security is a barrier to cloud adoption
– but we’re finding that SMEs’ appetites for
the cloud are only growing, as they add
more devices and services, and as their
concerns about the cloud wane. Security is
a priority but no longer a main concern. In
fact, many SMEs think that data is as secure
in the cloud as in their own systems.”
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Jane argues that the cloud can oﬀer
superior security to what some SMEs can
manage on their own. “When it comes to
security, the cloud oﬀers SMEs a level of
expertise, specialist resources and
investment that they cannot hope to match.
This translates into cost- and time savings,
and better protection against cyber threats,
which gives them the freedom to innovate
and grow their businesses.”
For those SMEs considering the cloud,
Nair advises considering solutions that are
built with SMEs in mind, that will offer
elasticity as the business shrinks or grows,
and offer high levels of security. He also
recommends searching for a solution that will
include help with data analysis: “SMEs’ data is
their most valuable asset, whether they realise
this or not, and analysing this data will
become increasingly important, very soon, if
it is not already a priority. Cloud solutions that
help smaller companies analyse their data are
proven to enhance productivity and enable
the SME to plan for growth.”
When undertaking a move to the cloud,
any single consideration by itself
should not be a deciding factor,
says Jane. Rather, businesses
should analyse all their
requirements, including how
employees will use the system
and which benefits are the
highest priorities. The budget for
cloud should not be determined
only by the cost savings
compared to the business’s
current computing systems, but
also by the new capabilities the
technology can oﬀer, and how

users will be able to make use of the new
features.
It’s important to roll up your sleeves, dig
in, and ask all the questions you have, adds
Nair: “Don’t shrink from the conversation –
get involved! Cloud is real and now is the
time to take advantage of it. Choose your
partner carefully and open lines of
communication. Ask the hard questions,
even if you think they’re silly. There’s no
such thing as a silly question where the
cloud is concerned.”
The days of large enterprises holding the
keys to quality IT and services are gone,
concludes Jane. “The cloud levels the
playing field for SMEs, helping them
compete in today’s quickly changing
business environment, by spending less
time and money on IT and more time
focused on their most important priority —
growing their businesses. Cloud computing
is able to deliver more of what small and
midsize businesses need: cheaper operations
and faster, better fusion of vital information
to virtually any device.”
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Mobile
By Cathleen O’Grady

In this section
• BYOD/device management
• Mobile apps
• Creating a mobile-friendly
online presence

For many SMEs, developing or
streamlining a mobile strategy
is high on the agenda.

Mobile

Marching towards mobility
By Cathleen O’Grady

The ever-quickening uptake of
mobile devices is one of the
major forces driving business
today, and is set to have a
massive impact on the SME.

he tidal wave of mobility is
unstoppable. The IDC’s Mobile
Workforce Study predicts that by 2015, 1.3
billion workers globally will be mobile,
representing more than two thirds of the
total global workforce. Mobile devices have
impacted on the way we work and the way
we play, with phones and tablets being used
for everything from checking work email to
researching new products and connecting
with businesses on social media.
What does this mean for small
enterprises? There are two distinct areas of
focus for any business when it comes to the
mobility trend: mobile workers, and mobile
consumers.

T
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Mobile consumers
By Cathleen O’Grady

“Not having a
mobile presence is
no diﬀerent to
having a stall at a
market and setting
up in a far-oﬀ,
dingy and dark
corner.”
Palesa Sibeko, head of
Mobile & Communities at
Inquisition Media

Mobile consumers are demanding. Growing ever more
accustomed to having information when and where they want
it, a business that does not have a well-defined mobile strategy
and presence is likely to lose out.
“Not having a mobile presence is no different to having a stall at
a market and setting up in a far-off, dingy and dark corner. So you
may have a great product, but if you're making your customers
work just to find out about it, then what's the point?” says Palesa
Sibeko, head of Mobile & Communities at Inquisition Media.
For many SMEs, developing or streamlining a mobile
strategy is high on the agenda, but comes with a host of
complicated decisions, as well as potential expense should
mobile expansion not go as planned.
Creating a mobile-friendly Web site
Mobile is indisputably important, says Liron Segev, CEO and
founder of Swift Holdings – to the point that certain businesses
could consider going mobile-only.
www. itweb.co.za
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“We’ve now got to a point
where some companies don’t
even have a standard Web site
any more, because nobody’s
using it – they’re just using their
phones,” Segev notes. “We’re
approaching this fast: Web
strategy absolutely has to be part
of any business going forward.”
Sibeko agrees: “In SA, the
Web is accessed more often via
mobile devices than on desktop
PCs, despite expensive data costs
and other connectivity
limitations. We've reached over
100% mobile penetration in this
country and many of South
Africa's mobile users have more
than one device. If anything, SA
is an ideal setting for a mostly
mobile marketplace.”
The first step of planning a
mobile strategy, says Segev, is to
establish exactly what needs to
be achieved by a mobile
presence. An important first step is to create
a mobi site that will display well on all
mobile devices, in order to provide a mobile
platform where consumers can find
information easily.
Take the audience into account when
designing the site, he adds: “Design for fat
fingers, keep things big and simple, and
make sure the site is very light. People will
just want access to certain info, and then to
switch oﬀ. So for a restaurant, for example,
include the menu, opening times, location,
and a button to call – you don’t need to
include the history or the owner’s person

info. Likewise, a thirty-page form on a mobi
site is not going to be filled in.”
The necessity of a mobile presence for
every business does not mean that decisions
should be rushed, emphasises Segev: “This
does not mean that tomorrow morning you
have to have a Web app. The first point of
call is to make your Web site mobile
friendly, and the next is to decide whether
to have a Web app or mobile application.”
To app or not to app
A business looking to extend its mobile
strategy beyond a mobi site may consider
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developing an app – but, says Segev, the
first rule of engagement with a mobile app is
to really understand if you actually need a
mobile app, and many businesses don’t.
“Just doing a mobile app for the sake of
doing a mobile app is not a good enough
reason,” he says. “A business will do more
brand damage by having a weak app oﬀering
than having none at all. You need to have a
strong business case associated with that
mobile app: why have it? You’re going to
spend money on developing it and
maintaining it – there needs to be a strong
reason to do that.”
An app is needed when a business’s
online presence needs more flexibility and
interactive ability, rather than just the
provision of static information. “This may
sound overly simplistic, but an SME should
consider building a native app when the cost
of not having it outweighs the cost of having
it,” says Sibeko. “If an SME's customer base
would benefit from an on-device presence
that allows easy communication between
customer and company, makes use of
advanced phone functions and perhaps
facilitates sales, then go for it. It has to
benefit the user as a first priority.”
There are a number of ways to achieve
this interaction, and businesses should not
keep the iStore blinkers on, especially in a
country like SA which is still dominated by
basic phones and feature phones. Mobile is
more than just the mobile Web.
According to the Nomad Device Lab, SA
has 50 million people, 40 million cellphone
subscriptions – and only 10 million Internet
users. SA also lags in terms of smartphone
adoption: while the rest of the world, on

average, has two feature phones for every
smartphone, SA has four feature phones for
every smartphone.
To address this market, a number of
innovative solutions have emerged using the
lowest of low-tech, including Kenya’s
famous M-Pesa mobile payment system and
ForgetMeNotAfrica’s SMS-to-email
services. Unstructured Supplementary
Service Data (USSD), long used to purchase
airtime by dialling a code that brings up an
interactive menu, is now seeing uses as farranging as banking and house-hunting.
Always consider the size of the market
being reached, says Yolande van Wyk, head
of eWallet at First National Bank (FNB):
“When do you build a mobi site, when you
build an app? My rule of thumb is, if you’re
going to reach 30% of your market, then go
ahead, but otherwise the business case is
more diﬃcult, because [apps and mobi sites]
are diﬃcult and expensive to maintain.”
If a smartphone app is the right step for a
business’s target market, the next question is
whether to go with a native app or a Web
app. A Web app, which runs in a browser but
looks and functions like an app, has the
advantage of only needing to be built once for
all mobile phone platforms. However, it does
need to be optimised for different browsers.
A native app, on the other hand, is built
specifically for each platform and integrates

“A business will do more brand
damage by having a weak app
oﬀering than having none at all.”
Liron Segev, CEO and founder of Swift Holdings
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There’s an app for that

“If you’re developing a native app for the
phone, then go the whole hog – take
advantage of the native application and
functionality that’s available.”
Liron Segev, CEO and founder of Swift Holdings

with the functionality of the phone,
allowing it to communicate with other apps,
work in the background, and send
notifications to the device.
An important advantage of native apps is
their ease of accessibility, notes Sibeko: “On
a personal note, I'm more likely to launch a
native app that is on my phone home screen
than to launch a browser and launch a web
app from my bookmarks.”
The process of building a native app can be
simplified by various services offering ‘white
label’ apps, shells, and templates.
Personalisation is important here, emphasises
Segev: “Make it like it’s your own. The
problem comes in when you try to customise
for your own brand and own systems, and hit
limitations, but just to get going, lots of people
use these platforms and convert later.”
For businesses who want to use the native
functionality of a mobile device but do not have
a strong business model for building their own
app, even more options exist, such as
Connecto, a service which allows a user to
connect with various businesses within a single
native application. This allows the business to
use native device functionality – such as push
notifications – without facing the difficulty
of persuading consumers to download a
dedicated app for a single business.

According to Flurry Analytics,
the average consumer in the US
spends nearly three hours a day
on mobile devices, and 80% of
that time is spent on mobile
apps, with the other 20% spent
on mobile browsers. The app
market is growing rapidly: a 2012
Forrester report entitled ‘Mobile is the New
Face of Engagement’ predicts that the $6
billion app market of 2012 will swell to an
astonishing $55.7 billion by 2015.
For those businesses that have a large
number of smartphone users among their
customer base, this is reason alone to
consider building a native app, but once the
decision has been made, there is still much
more to consider.
“If you’re developing a native app for
the phone, then go the whole hog – take
advantage of the native application and
functionality that’s available. If the phone
has got so many more features – and the
reason you’re investing time and money is
to use these native features – don’t just port
the same app across to diﬀerent platforms.
You’ve just defeated the purpose of the
exercise, and might as well have just gone
back to the Web app,” says Segev.
Deciding on which platforms to build for
is also a thorny problem. Segev says
BlackBerry first: “We are a BlackBerry-first
country. The biggest mistake made is
launching on iPhone first, because this is such
a small percentage of the overall picture.
Samsung is making huge inroads, but we are
still a BlackBerry-first nation, and you have to
make sure you cater to your mass audience: so
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and early adopters will see where
the product's heading and fill in
the gaps, running on faith.”
Early ‘super-users’ can provide a
valuable workshopping
experience, he explains. “They
are your real product
development team.”
After the launch, says Coetzee,
it’s time to gather feedback,
adapt, and gather more
feedback. “When users see a
suggestion put into action,
they’ll volunteer more
information that improves your
Justin Coetzee, founder
product. Listen and adapt, and
of Go Metro
you’ll get more loyalty and more
feedback,” he says. “And keep
your ear to the ground – you have
never cracked user requirements.”
follow BlackBerry with Android, then iOS,
It is also essential to monitor the app to
and finally Nokia and Windows phone.”
track its uptake and usage among consumers.
However, with BlackBerry shipments
“Follow through on the original premise of
declining and the Windows phone star on
why you had the app in the first place: if
the rise, priorities may change in the future.
you’re building it for a reason – customer
convenience, increasing sales – then measure
Follow through
according to that benchmark, and investigate
why you’re not getting there,” says Segev.
The work only really begins after launching an
“There has to be a distinction between
app, says Justin Coetzee, founder of Go Metro.
downloads and active usage: many apps get
Many businesses make the mistake of
downloaded, used once, and relegated to
making sure an app is pristine before rolling
the back pages of the phone within two or
it out to the public, which cuts down on the
three days – even paid apps – so there must
valuable contribution of early adopter
be a compelling reason to use something.”
feedback, notes Coetzee.
Navigating the minefield of mobile
“Launch quickly – don’t launch pretty,
strategy can be a daunting task for small
don’t wait for things to happen, don't wait
businesses, but a well thought-out mobile
for everything to be in place. If you do this,
presence is becoming increasingly more
you've given up time where you need to gain
essential for businesses of every size.
user acceptance. You can launch with gaps,
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Mobile solutions by Telkom Business
Telkom Business runs off a state-of-the-art mobile network that has an all-IP core and mobile tower
backhaul based on fibre, to support greater downloading capacity for customers. Telkom’s base
stations consume 30% less energy than legacy base stations, translating into a lower carbon footprint.
Telkom Business has introduced a range of mobile voice and
data products and services into the market. These solutions
differentiate Telkom from its competitors by offering
enterprise customers tangible value propositions, such as
unlimited calling plans, split billing, reduced rates and realtime usage control. Current market complexities are
challenged by Telkom Business by offering simple and
affordable products and services in a way that is easy to
understand and manage.
Telkom Business is ideally positioned to take customers
forward in a managed-services partnership. Telkom has
constructed base stations across the country, and has plans in
place to add a further 3 000 in coming years, thereby further
improving coverage and connectivity. These services have
been built on an end-to-end all-IP 2G, 3G and LTE network.
Roaming agreements with various partners helps Telkom, to
extend beyond where its own coverage does not reach, giving
it a 98% footprint across South Africa.
Value Added Services
Telkom Business has an extensive range of value added
services designed to enable businesses to save costs and
simplify processes. For example, Corporate Usage Control
(CUC), a first in South Africa, allows customers to control their
voice, data and messaging costs as they can now monitor and
even customise usage on mobile devices based on business
needs. Essentially, this innovative solution allows customers to
separate business and non-business related communication to
substantially reduce costs.
Telkom Business offers additional value added services such
as Spend Limits and Split Billing. Spend Limits, which are
enforced in real-time, ensures that employees and
organisations know exactly when they have reached their
spend limits, with no surprises at the end of the month. Split
Billing provides employers a pre-determined rand value
allowance and service restrictions on an employee’s mobile
account. The employee is thereafter responsible for any
additional charges over and above the allowance, in addition
to services not permitted by the employer.

Visit a Telkom store

10217

telkom.co.za/business

Voice
Telkom Business offers great value by bundling the following
value-adds into the newly launched SmartPlan offers, such as
Unlimited On-net calling, Free Calls to a Land Line, Unlimited
Wi-Fi in Telkom Mobile hotspots, exceptional data bundles and
50 free SMSs for every five that are sent.
The Unlimited Voice All-Net offer allows customers to make
unlimited voice calls* to any mobile or fixed line network, at
any time. Fair usage policy applies.
Data
Thanks to its innovative promotions, Telkom has become a leader
in data products. The Smart Internet plans offered by Telkom
Business offers an option of national coverage (All-Net) or Telkom
Mobile (On-Net) only coverage. All plans include generous Night
Surfer data while selected contracts come standard with
Unlimited WiFi, and those precluded can easily purchase time
based vouchers to access a Telkom Mobile hotspot.
Mobile Solutions from Telkom Business also lead with
Business Access Point Node (APN), which allows customers to
access their company networks at top internet speeds, securely,
from anywhere.
The integration of its mobile APN and fixed Virtual Private
Network Supreme (VPNS) allows for a seamless experience
across fixed and mobile networking solutions. It’s never been
easier to ensure the business stays connected across all
branches, even with interruptions to the Virtual Private
Network terrestrial connectivity.
To continue leading in data, Telkom has launched Long Term
Evolution (LTE), which is three times the quality and twice the
speed of any 3G connection. Telkom Business has access to the
2300MHz frequency band that allows for a significant amount
of spectrum; a reiteration of the superior connectivity and
speeds. This means that there is no compromising of existing
services to enable LTE, due to their dedicated LTE spectrum.
Convergence. One solution. One service provider.
With mobile solutions from Telkom Business, customers can
access any information, company data or collaborate with
colleagues using any device, anywhere and at any time.
Telkom Business can deliver a truly converged experience to
business customers.
Converging fixed voice, fixed data, mobile voice and mobile
data services makes excellent business sense. And Telkom is in
the best position to bring convergence to life. Telkom has a
reliable, quality landline network, a world-class data centre and
a growing mobile network all working together, resulting in a
seamless customer experience.

Telkom-Business

TelkomZA

CASE STUDY

Telkom-Aegis partnership set to grow
outsourced contact centre business for both
Telkom has partnered with Aegis to provide full-service outsourced contact centres to a local and
international market.

Aegis, a global outsourcing and technology services
company, has partnered with Telkom to expand the
Aegis and Telkom Business call centre client base,
utilising the unique skills and services offered by the
two partners.
The background
The relationship began when Aegis brought Telkom in
to assist with setting up an outsourced contact
centre for a UK-based utility company in 2008. Aegis
needed Telkom to handle the connectivity between
their local contact centre and the overseas client.
Telkom, as the biggest Tier 1 telecommunications
player at the time, was able to offer good pricing and
a solution that offered reliability and resilience.

The implementation took about 12 weeks,
including all the paperwork – and because this was
an international set-up, there was extensive
paperwork. “It was challenging dealing with foreign
entities over the telephone,” says Justin Paulsen, the
VP in charge of IT at Aegis. “We couldn’t get
everyone together when we needed to have a
discussion – but we learnt a lot of lessons and got
better at that.”
The implementation took a lot of input, thinking
and learning from both parties, and was ultimately
successful, both from the perspective of delivering a
service to the client and because the experience
formed the foundation of the developing relationship
between Aegis and Telkom.
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Together, the two companies
concluded that synergies could
be realised if they worked
together on the provision of
contact centres. Telkom
wanted to create a hosted call
centre business offering
services to offshore
customers, and they needed
Aegis’s expertise to do this.
On the other side, Aegis
needed Telkom’s connectivity
infrastructure, and would
beneﬁt from Telkom promoting
their mutual offering.

“

AN IN-DEPTH
UNDERSTANDING HAD TO BE
DRILLED DOWN INTO THE
PLATFORM BY BOTH PARTNERS TO
SEE HOW THE PLATFORMS AND
THE ARCHITECTURE COULD
AMALGAMATE INTO ONE OVERALL
SOLUTION.

”

Troy Hector | managing executive for large business services at Telkom Business

The requirements
“Aegis required a secure
hosting in Tier 3 certiﬁed by the
Uptime Institute,” Troy Hector,
managing executive for Large business
Services at Telkom Business. “Our data
centres have been built to suit the
needs for enterprise-grade hosting with
high availability, but without the steep
capital costs.”
Telkom Business’s data centre
operations unit was able to provide
Aegis with unmatched certiﬁed skills to
complement and synergise with Aegis’s
existing resources as well as
customise best-of-breed solutions for
the future. Telkom Business’s awardwinning data centre operations
facilities are designed and scoped
according to world class practices, with
lessons learnt over the years, brought
to bear in the provisioning of this
infrastructure.
Telkom provided a hosting server
infrastructure in their National
Business Services Centre and IT
Building Data Centre. Aegis needed
secure access to the hosted
environments in the two data centres over the
Internet, to be accessed by all support resources
that need access to the hosted servers for day-to-day
activities or troubleshooting when faults occur.
If remote access is not possible, physical access
is needed to all equipment hosted in the data

centres. “Due to the fact that the hosted
environment will be a hosted call centre solution,
high availability design will be architected between
the two data centres to ensure minimum downtime
for all Aegis customers, call trafﬁc and call centre
agents,” says Hector.
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delivery of the solution,” says
Paulsen. “Between both of us
there is a lot of engagement –
Aegis is purchasing the
equipment, and Atio has a
bigger reach in terms of
nationwide delivery. Telkom is
providing the lines, connectivity,
mobile connectivity links, MPLS
and anything required to run a call centre. Externally,
it’s Telkom Business’s product, though, they’re doing
the installation and maintenance.”

SO FAR, SO GOOD. TOGETHER,
WE’VE LEARNT A LOT ABOUT
HOW THIS BUSINESS WORKS.

Justin Paulsen | VP in charge of IT at Aegis

The solution
Telkom proposed a hybrid hosted solution, where
Aegis will provide infrastructure and Telkom Business,
through its data centre operations, will provide
managed hosting on the specific devices and servers.
All devices will be hosted in Telkom Business data
centres. Telkom Business will provide the hosting data
centre’s management of the servers, the environment
and cabinets, LAN connectivity and security services.
Backup and storage including replication of SAN data
between the data centres are included in the baseline
call centre system.
The server hardware supplied by Aegis had to have
redundant HBA ports available to enable connections
to the Telkom Business data centre cloud storage
platform. Tape backups form a part of the solution to
enable off-site storage.
Aegis will install, configure and maintain the
non-network and non-cumber nest managed
infrastructure in both data centres. Multitenant
infrastructure has been used for LAN connection.
Telkom Business multitenant infrastructure is
based on a fully redundant design with devices
and uplink redundancy between access,
distribution and core switches.
“We’ve got the technical skills within Aegis, and we
use our in-country partners Atio to assist us with the

”

The implementation
“Challenges were faced with the design of the entire
solution for Telkom Business to extend its platform
to work as a layer to the Aegis hosted platform,”
says Hector. “An in-depth understanding had to be
drilled down into the platform by both partners to
see how the platforms and the architecture could
amalgamate into one overall solution.”
Consensus had to be met on the legal issues behind
the contract and the partnership on the entire solution.
Hector also says that there were further challenges with
the provisioning and testing of the solution.
“Overall, the huge efforts and long hours that we
put into the solution build paid off with the end result
packaged as a complete overall solution,” he says.
The Telkom-Aegis partnership is in the process of
rolling out its ﬁrst customer. “So far, so good,” says
Paulsen. “Together, we’ve learnt a lot about how this
business works.”
Hector agrees. “Both Telkom and Aegis have
encountered implementation and legal issues which
were resolved, and a long-term partnership has been
built with the two companies.”

Contact Details
Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
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The mobile workforce
By Cathleen O’Grady

“Every business needs to adapt
to what makes sense to them.
But general guidelines to follow
would be to ascertain that any
company information on a
device belongs to the company,
and that the business has the
right to monitor the device.”
Liron Segev, CEO and founder, Swift Holdings

Having mobile workers means many good
things for business: enhanced productivity
through well-designed apps, constant
connectivity, and the ability to make use of
otherwise unproductive time while on the
move.
Many employees are beginning to use
their own devices – including
smartphones, tablets, and even PCs – for
work on the move, whether it is because
their employers do not supply devices, or
because of a preference for self-chosen
devices to those supplied by the company.
Gartner estimates that by 2017, half of all
www. itweb.co.za
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employers will require employees to supply their own devices
for work.
The ‘bring your own device’ (BYOD) trend holds numerous
advantages for businesses. Employees gain productivity with
any mobile device, but working on a self-chosen device is
likely to provide a more enjoyable experience for employees,
making them more inclined to use it. Those employees who use
self-purchased devices for work are also saving businesses the
considerable capital outlay that comes along with equipping
every employee with numerous devices.
However, the trend also provides numerous problems to
navigate. To begin with, there is the question of how much,
and which parts, of an employee’s device purchase to
subsidise: the whole device and plan, a partial subsidy, or the
plan only?
Providing no subsidy whatsoever could create the risk of
an underequipped workforce, causing those employees who
are not particularly tech-savvy, or less affluent employees
or graduates, to fall behind in mobility (and therefore
productivity). A potential solution to this problem is for a
business to subsidise device purchases and usage costs up to
a predetermined limit, ensuring that all employees can work
while on the move, on their device of choice, but not quite
shelling out for a top-of-the-range iPhone for everyone.
The mobile workforce brings with it concerns about
security, on both company-provided and self-purchased
devices. Self-purchased devices pose a far greater risk than
those provided by a company, for two reasons: firstly, IT will
have limited access to the device in order to ensure control;
and secondly, a much broader range of devices poses a
greater challenge for ensuring that each and every device
provides a secure environment for company data. A further
problem is the control of data on devices belonging to
employees who have left the company.
“The biggest concern with BYOD is security,” says Segev.
“Lots of SMEs don’t realise that they’re being targeted by
people trying to get information, not about their own
businesses, but about larger businesses. For example, if a
small business is a supplier to a larger business, malicious
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parties can use the SME to get
into the larger business’s data.”
One of the most important
best practices to consider,
according to Paulo Ferreira, head
of enterprise mobility at Samsung
SA, is virtualisation or
containerisation. Various services
can create a separate space on a
mobile device for business emails,
applications and data, allowing a
greater level of control and
protection for this ‘cordoned-off’
area of the device.
For businesses, this helps to
configure an employee’s
corporate profile and provides
security enhancement, because
corporate data is isolated from
personal data, says Ferreira –
“and for the employee, it
provides work-life balance, and keeps
private data private.”
A further benefit of containerisation is
the control it provides for IT when
employees leave the business, or when a
device is lost or stolen: a remote lock or
wipe can simply remove business apps,
email and data from a device, without
wiping an employee’s private data.
Any device can be managed eﬀectively,
says David Ives, GM of Karabina, as long as
there are eﬀective policies underlying the
device management. “There is a lot that can
be done on the policy side, so that when the
devices access the network, policies are
automatically pushed to that device,
defining what the device is able to see and
do. We are starting to see device

manufacturers partner with policy-based
vendors to manage policies for diﬀerent user
profiles, which define access to applications,
data, virtualisation, and so on.”
Policies must be unique to each business,
says Segev. “Every business needs to adapt to
what makes sense to them. But general
guidelines to follow would be to ascertain
that any company information on a device
belongs to the company, and that the
business has the right to monitor the device.”
For many smaller businesses, this
security threat is new and the terrain is
daunting, but with the increasing volumes
of employees using their own devices,
there is no time for heads to be buried in
the sand: the challenge of mobility must be
met head on.
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A CLOUD-BASED
APPROACH
OFFERS SMES
THE EDGE
Herman Jansen van Rensburg | GM: Ignite at Internet Solutions
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The local economy continues to stutter, failing to ignite
the growth needed to boost the small to medium
enterprise (SME) sector. SMEs therefore require a
competitive advantage in an increasingly complex
marketplace, and cloud

A

ccording to Herman Jansen van
Rensburg, GM: Ignite at Internet
Solutions, bespoke technologies are often more of
a hindrance than an enabler for SMEs. “The high
cost associated with implementing and managing
these products and solutions, in addition to the
variable and hidden costs ensure that many SMEs
can only aﬀord the most basic level of technology.
The complexity inherent in many bespoke SME
solutions also gives rise to vendor lock-in, which
means that SMEs are restricted in terms of the
service providers they can use and other types of
solutions they can implement.”
Jansen van Rensburg explains that this trend of
SME technology specialisation has also given rise to
issues around supplier reliability and response
times with regard to issue resolution. “Managing
many different solutions also significantly increases
the complexity and time required to manage the
SME IT environment, and negatively impacts an
SME's ability to comply with legislation around the
management and secure storage of company
information and communications. This is driving
the need for enterprise-grade technology solutions
that are also simple to use.”
Additional SME pain points include systems and
application reliability, networking and systems
management, as well as software and hardware lifecycle management. “This all stems from a lack of
the simple online enablement of services and
solutions,” he continues.
To solve all of these challenges, and finally make
technology the business enabler SMEs need to
thrive in this highly competitive business
environment, Jansen van Rensburg advocates the

“

THE IMPORTANT
ELEMENTS THAT
SMES SHOULD NOW
CONSIDER INCLUDE
SELECTING A
REPUTABLE CLOUD
SOLUTION SUPPLIER
WITH WHOM THE SME
CAN PARTNER.

”

adoption of cloud computing. “Cloud computing
gives SMEs access to enterprise-grade solutions and
services at a reduced cost. As they are provided on a
pay-per-use model, technology becomes an
operating expenditure. This negates the need for
any large scale capital expenditure, which means
capital can instead be used in other key areas of the
business,” he explains.
Cloud-based technology solutions also shifts
the burden of systems management to the service
provider, which allows SMEs to focus on their core
business. “The important elements that SMEs
should now consider include selecting a reputable
cloud solution supplier with whom the SME can
partner. This technology provider should have the
experience and expertise in supplying SMEs with
these types of solutions, and should be able work
with SME business owners to help them make
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“

informed decisions about
their IT services, solutions
and infrastructure
requirements,”
Jansen van Rensburg also
believes that an SMEfocused cloud solution
provider should be able to
oﬀer flexible monthly
services, where SMEs only
pay for what they use and
no more. “Additional musthave services to ensure a
return on an SME's
investment into cloud technology should include
online management of IT services, in-depth
reporting and analysis, the implementation of IT
best practices for both the business and end-users,
and data security solutions to avoid unplanned
downtime and ensure compliance.”
A service provider should also be able to
change with an SME's dynamic business
requirements, yet still provide simple and
understandable IT solutions that can improve
business efficiency and reduce costs. “This should
include targeted technology upgrades, including
software and infrastructure. Accommodating
staff changes and ensuring that new employees
can get online and connected to business systems
quickly is also critical in today's fast paced
business environment. As such, quick and easy
online self service makes this an efficient process,
and helps the SME to boost workforce
productivity even further.”
With all of this in place SMEs can then benefit
from access to enterprise-grade services at SMEsolution prices. “The on-demand nature of cloud
services also means that SMEs can enjoy flexible IT
solutions that can be used and paid for as needed,
which minimises wastage and improves
operational eﬃciency. As systems management is
outsourced, SMEs can also make better use of their
current human resources. IT staﬀ, for instance, are
able to focus on areas of the business that
contribute more to the sustainability and ultimate

SMES ARE BIG BUSINESS
THIS IS WHERE THE REAL
VALUE OF CLOUD COMPUTING LIES
FOR SMES, AS THEY NOW HAVE
ACCESS TO A LEVEL OF
TECHNOLOGY THAT GIVES THEM A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.

”

growth of the business, not the mundane and
often time-consuming systems management tasks
like upgrades or fault resolution.”
Moving IT infrastructure and solutions into the
cloud also opens up a whole new world of
capabilities for SMEs. “Once in the cloud SMEs
have access to any type of solution they require,
most of which can be easily integrated. Many of
these technologies were previously out of reach for
businesses of this size. This is where the real value
of cloud computing lies for SMEs, as they now
have access to a level of technology that gives them
a competitive advantage.”
Jansen van Rensburg explains that cloud
computing gives SMEs access to tools such as
collaboration, messaging, mobility, unified
communications and convergence. “This enables a
more dynamic and responsive workforce as
employees can work remotely, from any
destination. These technologies also ensure that
SMEs can quickly adapt to market changes, and
helps to simplify the SME IT environment as well.
“With so much to gain from a shift to a
cloud-based IT platform, SMEs in today's
marketplace would be remiss for not at least
considering the adoption of some form of cloud
solution. The fact that these solutions are not
restricted by geographical boundaries, the
potential for growth into other key markets
within the burgeoning African continent is also
unlimited,” he concludes.
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Beyond viruses and malware
The rise of the ‘blended threat’
Encryption
Social media controls

The impact of a cyber attack
on a small business is often
far greater than the fallout for
a large enterprise.

Security

Know what you’re up against
By Janet Paterson

t’s been said before and it’s well worth
saying again: No company is too small to
be the target of serious cyber crime. Last
year, Symantec found 36% of all targeted
attacks were directed at businesses with 250
or fewer employees, amounting to an
average of 58 attacks per day.
The impact of a cyber attack on a small
business is often far greater than the fallout
for a large enterprise. Think about it: could
your business survive more than 48 hours
without its Web site or e-commerce

I

function? Can you aﬀord the financial hit
that often follows a data breach? Is your
customer base large enough to survive even
a small dent to your reputation?
While enterprises with 2 500+
employees continue to be the prime targets
for attack, the number of attacks on them
has dropped. The corresponding increase in
attacks on smaller businesses is no
coincidence, as Symantec’s Cyber Security
Intelligence manager Paul Wood notes: “It
almost seems attackers are diverting their
www. itweb.co.za
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resources directly from one group to the
other. It may be that your company is not
the primary target, but an attacker may use
your organisation as a stepping-stone to
attack another company.”
You are the weakest link. Goodbye.
Over the years, anti-virus (AV) software has
done a great job of keeping the nasties oﬀ
your systems, but it’s no longer enough on
its own. Threats have changed – it’s no
longer just about the bad guys on
the outside; the key ‘in’ for many
criminals today is human error.
From executables like Flash
buried in harmless-looking
Word documents, to malware
embedded in spreadsheets or
dodgy Web sites, the weakest
link in the IT security chain is
the tendency of people to click
without thinking. And that’s
before stolen laptops and
smartphones have been
factored in, or USB sticks sent
to the dry cleaners.

A remarkable feature of many highprofile attacks on IT infrastructure is the
simplicity of the mode of access. While the
attacks themselves may be very
sophisticated, the reality is that the route
into the organisation is anything but.
So, what can you do about it? A good
place to start is to know what you’re looking
at, so let’s take a look at some of the threats
– and what can be done to protect
companies from them.

“It may be that your
company is not the
primary target, but an
attacker may use your
organisation as a
stepping-stone to attack
another company.”
Paul Wood, Cyber Security
Intelligence manager at Symantec.
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Mafoko Security Patrols

About the client
Mafoko Security Patrols focuses on commercial and
residential security through electronic security systems
and other solutions. Owned and managed by Erasmus
Nare, Mafoko has operations throughout South Africa
and prides itself on service excellence when it comes
to physical guarding and armed reaction.
The company also strives to cultivate a good
working environment through skills development,
motivation, and loyalty. In terms of its offering, it
provides customers with 24-hour security patrols, VIP
protection and dog patrols, escort and undercover
guards, domestic services such as armed escorts,
holiday services, baby checks, as well as CCTV and
alarm installation and maintenance, amongst others.
The business case
Having an extensive footprint throughout South
Africa, Mafoko required a connectivity solution that

would be able to link all its branches. The
connectivity had to include Internet access and email
with a secure offering being a priority.
Partnering with Telkom Business
Mafoko Security decided on Telkom Business as its
implementation partner, given the successful track
record of the group and its ability to meet the
requirements. Telkom Business decided on
implementing the VPN Supreme Cisco-powered
network solution that is based on a carrier-class
broadband Internet protocol (IP) network.
The solution
Telkom Business VPN Supreme allows users to
talk across the corporate network, send data,
video images and more without having to buy their
own equipment or have specialists to keep the
network running.
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Part of the offering, includes having
access to 24-hour technical support and
proactive network management from the
Telkom Business National Network
Operations Centre (NNOC). The Centre
operates 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, 365 days a year. It is equipped
with the latest technology and is capable
of monitoring the core network as well as
coordinating and dispatching repair
personnel from a central control point.
The NNOC emergency restoration and
control centre manages all network
failure restorations and is a reliable
source of information for network
service management specialists
wishing to update global and corporate
customers about services affected by
major network failures.
It offers reliable, purpose-built virtual private
networks (VPNs) that are designed for business data
and multimedia application requirements. This
service provides Mafoko with high availability as it is
built on a high capacity broadband IP network with
integrated redundancy within the core. Furthermore,
Telkom Business VPN Supreme provides customers
with speciﬁc availability and performance-based
service level agreements (SLAs).
Telkom Business VPN Supreme also enables the
customer to have predictable performance across the
network, including the ability to integrate voice services
such as IP telephony or traditional PBX interconnectivity.
Through the solution, Telkom Business linked all
the remote sites of Mafoko to the head ofﬁce.
Quality of Service (QoS) was implemented to
prioritise trafﬁc over the network, giving preference to
mission-critical applications.
Telkom Business also installed a Hosted Exchange
solution that is managed by its IT and cloud
solutions division. This business-class e-mail
messaging and collaboration service was designed
to help Mafoko Security Patrols communicate
securely, efﬁciently, and effectively.
This sees Cybernest hosting and managing the
Exchange server of Mafoko Security within its secure
data centre. It provides the customer with
guaranteed service levels and predictable monthly
costs which lowers the cost of ownership for
messaging and collaboration solutions.

Implementation
Implementation of the solutions is still ongoing.
Telkom Business is utilising its Project Management
division to arrange all the installations with Mafoko
Security. In addition, it provides the client with
frequent project updates through meetings to ensure
the smooth transition to the new systems.
Impact and the future
To date, the client is very satisfied with the progress
of the implementation. While it is still too soon to
provide feedback around the success of the Telkom
Business installation, all signs point to a smooth
integration. The Telkom Business solutions have been
customised for the requirements of the company and
are underpinned by efficiency and data security.
Contact Details
Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
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Phishing – spam with a sinister
purpose
By Janet Paterson

ast year, the number of phishing
attacks was 59% higher than in 2011,
and forecasters predict more growth in
2013. According to EMC, global losses from
phishing during 2012 came in at around 1.5
billion, 22% up on 2011.
Phishing is a little like spam in that it’s
largely unsolicited, but it’s a lot more
problematic: its purpose isn’t to sell dodgy
medication or luxury watches, but rather to
lure recipients into revealing passwords or
other credentials, or to activate malware

L

capable of infecting the user’s system and
stealing sensitive information – usually
without them even noticing. Unlike spam,
which is characterised by huge volumes of
mail from the same IP range, phishing is
more targeted, more subtle – and therefore
less easy to pick up via the usual methods.
Phishing plays a key role in the growing
problem of advanced persistent threats (see
sidebar), where highly targeted mails are
used to con users into clicking. This is
known as ‘spear phishing’.
www. itweb.co.za
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Phishing issues for the year ahead
Forensic analysts at RSA have outlined the
following key phishing trends for 2013:
• Phishing via mobile: The growth in
mobile device usage, together with the
key role of mobile apps, is likely to mean
there’ll be more phishing directed at
mobile device users, with smartphones a
particular target. Varying social
engineering schemes will target users by
voice (vishing), SMS (smishing), and appbased phishing (rogue apps), on top of

classic e-mail spam that users receive and
open on their mobile devices.
• Phishing via apps: As the central resource
for smartphone users, the overall
popularity of apps will become just as
trendy with cyber criminals.
• Phishing via social media: Fortune’s
Global 100 shows 50% of companies have
Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube accounts
– and the followers that go with them.
RSA expects cyber criminals to continue
following their target audience (future
victims) to these virtual hotspots.

Simple steps to
guard against
attacks
Spam and phishing mails can get
through even the best defences. A
company’s ability to limit the damage
is as important as – if not more
important than – its ability to stop an
attack from taking place.

Source: EMC Corporation

• Least privilege authentication. Because not everyone needs administrator rights.
• Access control. It’s simple: don’t give users access to any resource they don’t need.
• Follow the leader. Those recommended security settings your vendor supplied with their security
software? They didn’t just suck them out of their thumb.
• Patch, patch, patch, patch, patch. Did we mention patching? Especially for browsers and Webbased applications. Educate end-users. Most criminals have moved on from telling you about your
Nigerian inheritance. You should move on from assuming that’s how every attack looks.
• Don’t make assumptions that your chosen mobile OS is somehow immune from attack. Yes,
Android is currently the most targeted OS for mobile malware. But that doesn’t mean iOS is immune
– it isn’t. Install and update anti-malware software on all phones and exercise the same caution with
links and e-mail as you would on your desktop PCs.
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How soft are your wares?
By Janet Paterson

ne of the easiest ways for attackers to
get to your system and steal your data
is through vulnerabilities in widely used
software and applications – think Flash,
Java, Excel or Word documents. You get the
idea. High-profile attacks like Stuxnet,
DuQu and Red October exploited
application vulnerabilities to gain access to
highly sensitive networks.
This is why the value of patching in IT
security should never be underestimated.
Keeping up-to-date with the humble patch is
one of the most effective steps that can be
taken in keeping a business secure from the
latest threats. And if administrators and end-

O

users complain that it’s too much hassle,
remind them that most current security
software vendors make it easy to automate
the vital updates that applications need.
Some will even let you differentiate between
the urgent ones and those that can keep until
after hours – no more complaints about
system speeds or disappearing for a halfhour coffee break while the system updates.
According to Kaspersky Lab, almost
two-thirds (64%) of discovered software
flaws are found in programs which are more
or less obsolete (released in 2010 and
earlier). These older applications are often
still used by smaller businesses on tight
www. itweb.co.za
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budgets. Give yourself a fighting chance – if
you can’t aﬀord spanking new licences for
productivity software, at least make sure
your security software knows where to find
(and block) the holes. Equally, if there’s any
software from the Dark Ages hanging
around, unused on people’s systems,
remove it – it’s the cyber equivalent of
ignoring an open back door.

The downside to being popular
Kaspersky Lab counted the vulnerabilities
found on at least 10% of computers at some
point during the year. They found the most
vulnerable products are Adobe Shockwave/
Flash Player, Apple iTunes/QuickTime and
Oracle Java. Between them, they account for
28 vulnerabilities among those found on
10% or more of users’ PCs during 2012.
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What should be done?

Control your software:
Be sure to keep tabs on all the software being used in the
company by all employees. In general, application control has to
be done in a centralised, real-time manner. Corporate software
updates, like the inventory, should be performed in a centralised
way using a proper patch management solution.

Do an inventory check:
This can be an extremely complex and demanding task, so
consider software that lets the company control all aspects of
security, including hardware and software inventory, as well as
everything up to the easy configuration and deployment of
endpoints and other nodes on the network. Vulnerability
assessment and versatile patch management functionality are also
important.

Start taking encryption seriously:
Encrypting important data is another way companies can lessen
the change of data leaks. Even if the data is stolen or leaked, it’s
no use if it can’t be read by anyone.

www.myist
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Encryption
By Janet Paterson

ncryption is no longer just for bigbudgeted government agencies and global
corporations. Today, organisations of all sizes
can afford to implement resource-efficient,
easy-to-manage encryption solutions.

E

But does the company need it?
If a company has a lot of mobile workers,
runs oﬀ laptops, allows removable storage,
or uses smartphones for business, the
answer is, ‘Yes’. Research by the Ponemon
Institute has shown that, in the event of
laptop theft or loss, the cost of replacing the
hardware is the least of a company’s worries
– in fact, it’s only about 2% of the cost. The
rest goes to dealing with the ensuing data

loss, fines, reputation damage, and so on.
Whichever way you want to look at it,
encryption means sensitive data is useless to
unauthorised viewers or criminals.
What kind of encryption does the
company need?
Encryption typically comes in two flavours:
full disk encryption (FDE) and file level
encryption (FLE). Each has its own set of
benefits, but if you get the chance to have
both together, take it.
Don’t forget removable media
The amount of data which can be kept in
USB flash drives is astounding – 100GB+ is
www. itweb.co.za
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commonplace. Portable drives no bigger than a pack of cards
routinely store terabytes of data. That’s a lot of sensitive
information falling out of people’s pockets or getting left
behind at the airport.
Device theft or loss can’t be controlled. What can be
controlled are the consequences. Encryption is easily applied
to removable storage – depending on the security software
that is chosen, it can even be automated and enforced.

A brief look at the benefits:
• Full disk encryption: Encrypts everything on the hard drive – file content, metadata, file system information, everything.
Only authenticated users – chosen by you – can access data on an encrypted drive. For extra protection, FDE can be applied
to removable media, such as USB drives.
Try for a product that allows you to ‘set and forget’ – taking the decision to encrypt away from your end-user and
enforcing it on exactly your company’s terms, leaving nothing to chance.
• File level encryption: FDE doesn’t protect data in transit – that is, content you share or send between devices. FLE does
this for you. It enables ‘data at rest’ protection as well as ‘data in use’. Specific files and folders on any given device can
be encrypted. Policies can be set to encrypt files based on things like the program that created them, or their location
(for example, all files in My Documents).
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Mobile devices make moving
targets
By Janet Paterson

ou’re glued to your smartphone. Your
bond with your tablet is equally tight
– indeed, research firm IDC has predicted
that companies with fewer than 100
employees will have 10.4 million tablets by
the end of 2013.
But all that mobility comes at a price.
The features and apps that make your
smart device so attractive to you have a
similar effect on criminals, who see a nice
payoff in all that company data and
financial information you just left in the
back of that taxi.

Y

Bring your own disaster
As a small business, chances are you’re well
up to speed on the ‘bring your own
device’ (BYOD) phenomenon, which sees
employees using their own smart devices for
work. It’s great for your budget, but brings
its own headaches – for example, you can’t
reasonably ban your employees from
downloading apps and games to their own
handsets, even if you’re worried about the
risks. Wouldn’t it be great if you could just
separate out the business content from the
personal stuﬀ?
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Say hello to containerisation
If BYOD is the buzzword du jour, containerisation is the
technology that will make it work in a meaningful way. It just
separates out the personal and business content on any device,
putting each in its own ‘container’. You get complete control
over the business side, ring-fencing it from any personal usage
risks. Depending on the software used, you can even enforce
encryption for the business container. And if the device is lost or
stolen, or your employee moves on to another company, you can
remotely wipe everything on their phone – without interfering
with their personal files, music, photos, games…

Belts and braces for mobile devices
No matter how hard you try, mobile devices will find a way of getting lost or
stolen. There are some interesting technologies out there that can make sure
the thief gets a bum deal, though, including:
SIM control:
Remotely lock a lost or stolen
phone, even if the SIM card is
replaced. Even better, this
technology will send the new
number to the phone’s rightful
owner.

Remote/selective
wipe:
Maybe the device was
stolen. Maybe your
recently fired employee
has run oﬀ in a sulk with your leads list. Maybe
you could just delete everything on that phone,
remotely. If it’s their phone, maybe you could
just delete the business information so as not to
annoy them even more.

Device and location
tracking:
If you thought this feature
was just handy for
checking in at FourSquare,
you might be interested to
hear that GPS, GSM and
WiFi can all be used to
pinpoint the location of
your device.

Remote lock:
You’re pretty sure the
phone wasn’t stolen. You
just can’t remember
where you left it. So
remote wipe is a bit
extreme. Remote lock
allows you to stop anyone having a nose through
your content while you track down the device –
no need to wipe any data.
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Going social
By Tallulah Habib

very small business has been told, at
least once, that it should be using
‘social media’. It has been told that a “social
strategy” will “cut your marketing budget
in half”, “will allow you to connect directly
with your customers”, and “costs nothing”.
While this is all true (at least to a certain
extent), there is a danger in thinking of
social media as a kind of magic wand that
will see to all the business’s marketing,
customer service and feedback
requirements. Like everything else that’s
worth doing, it takes time, eﬀort and
patience to get results.

E

“Any business thinking of investing in
social media marketing must be aware that a
community takes time to grow, needs to be
nurtured, and must be constantly cared for
if it has any chance of sustainability,” says
Deshanta Sigamoney, head of Social Media
at Avatar, a digital marketing agency.
“Companies may find this a hard pill to
swallow, but even harder to stomach at the
upper echelons of a business is the fact that
the return on investment [ROI] is not
immediate, nor is it easy to define.”
Andy Hadfield, founder of small
business Real Time Wine, warns: “Social
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media is noisy. Very noisy. It's
getting harder and harder to
stick out from the mess. That's
not to say it won't happen – but
smaller brands are going to find
it increasingly diﬃcult to
compete with big content
production budgets.”
The key to overcoming these
social media challenges is
targeting your eﬀorts and being
level-headed when it comes to
what you expect to get from
social media, according to the
experts.
Begin with the end in mind
Hadfield, who is also a
professional speaker on the
subject of digital marketing,
advises small businesses to think
carefully about why they want to use social
media before they take the plunge.
“It's a massive amount of investment in
time, for often very little reward in the short
term. If you do not have a very specific
strategy around providing utility
[usefulness] to customers – don't bother.”
If creating brand awareness is your goal,
Su Little, head of social media at marketing
agency Quirk, advises businesses to focus on
building genuine relationships with influential
social media users within their industry.
“If you do this well, you'll have an easy
and free audience – theirs – to tap into
when you launch your new product. After
all, word of mouth is the most powerful
form of advertising!”
If a business plans to use social media to

“Any business thinking of
investing in social media
marketing must be aware that a
community takes time to grow,
needs to be nurtured, and must
be constantly cared for if it has
any chance of sustainability.”
Deshanta Sigamoney, head of Social Media,
Avatar

gain feedback, it has to be prepared to deal
with negative comments.
“You need to nip this negative word of
mouth in the bud quickly and authentically,”
cautions Little.
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“By selecting the right social
media channels to engage your
customer, you can more easily
find the time to manage social
channels, while still making an
impact.”
Su Little, head of social media at marketing
agency Quirk

Right place, right time
“Small businesses often underestimate the
time resource required to manage a social
media platform and develop interesting
content for your communities to engage
with,” says Little.
“By selecting the right social media
channels to engage your customer, you can
more easily find the time to manage social
channels, while still making an impact.”
She recommends Twitter as the platform
of choice for a South African business. Aside
from allowing you to reach a broad market
and enabling you to easily find new business
contacts, a Twitter account is quick and
simple to manage on the go.
“Think of the 10 minutes you have to
wait after arriving early for a meeting, the
queue in the supermarket, or even while
you're boiling the pasta: this is the best time
to engage with your existing or potential
customers,” she says.
While a Facebook page brings the
numbers, Hadfield says in terms of his
own business, he sees far more interaction
on Twitter.

Tiffany Markman, who runs her own
copywriting, editing and writing training
business, has also found Twitter to be
more effective.
Little explains this is because of
Facebook’s Edgerank algorithm that
determines which posts get shown in a
user’s News Feed. Unlike with Twitter, if
you’re using Facebook, either your posts
have to be very interesting (garnering many
interactions from your fans), or you need to
pay to promote them.
“If you have a Facebook page, make sure
that you have a paid media budget to
support your eﬀorts with Facebook ads
(sponsored stories and promoted posts), as
well as great design work to create your own
content,” Little advises.
“If you're in the B2B space, a
company blog and LinkedIn are good
options,” she adds.
Content is king
Another term that small businesses would
have probably heard being bandied about in
connection with social media is “content
marketing”.
Simply put, this means producing
interesting subject matter to give fans a
reason for engaging with the business on
social media.
With Real Time Wine, Hadfield divides
his time equally between producing content
and engaging with influencers.
Hadfield explains: “The big problem
with social media is that a Facebook or
Twitter page is not really a destination
venue. In other words, you don't type a
Facebook page into your browser to go visit
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Free social
media tools
Hootsuite

– a dashboard for
managing accounts,
scheduling updates,
basic analytics

TweetReach

– track how
popular a hashtag
or username is and
who’s using it the
most

BufferApp

– schedule social
media updates to go
out throughout the
day

and see what's up. You click through when
you see content in your ‘stream’. Which
means, if you're not producing content,
you're not getting noticed.”
For Markman, blogging forms a great
part of her social media strategy, as well as
writing columns, articles and op-ed pieces
for online communities. Links to this content
are shared across her social media channels.
Measuring up
Finally, it’s important to measure the impact
your business is having on social media so
you know whether to refine your strategy. Be
careful not to get tied up in data that isn’t
relevant to your business, however.
“It's very easy to get carried away with
fluﬀy social media numbers,” says Hadfield.
“I tend to try and distil everything down to
one or two key metrics. App downloads.
Registered users. It doesn't always tell a

Commun.it

– identifies your
top community
members and helps
you interact with
them

Klout/Kred

– both tools that
measure social
media influence

Social
mention

– real-time search
for, and analysis of,
chosen terms across
social media

pretty story – but it's a hard and honest
measurement.”
Markman cautions: “Don't expect too
much. Social media can improve your
exposure and your credibility if you use it
properly, but it's unlikely to generate actual
revenue, unless that's your business model.”
As a final piece of advice for small
businesses journeying into social media,
Little says: “Remember that you need to
keep the word 'social' at the forefront of
your mind’s eye.”
Sigamoney concludes: “Social media
may be a new concept in the marketplace,
but being sociable, and holding a
conversation, are activities that humans
have been doing since the inception of our
species. Since brands have become part of
our collective cultural experience, we
expect them to talk to us and with us, as
opposed to speaking at us.”
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The Internet has provided the
foundation for innumerable
offerings that have reduced
the cost of communication.
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Telecoms for small business:
Online is where it’s at
By Tom Manners

For decades, telephony ate
away at the profitability of
small business. Today, the
ubiquity of connectivity has
changed the game. Which
solutions should emerging
enterprises focus on?

ntil ubiquitous connectivity became
commonplace throughout the working
world, the cost of communication gnawed
away at the profitability of small business.
If you’ve been in the business world for
any significant length of time, it’s fairly likely
that you will remember international trunk
calling, as well as fax and telex machines.
These services, although essential to
productivity, were traditionally accompanied
by hefty price tags. Twenty years ago it wasn’t
uncommon for an enterprise to regard
telephony as a primary overhead cost.

U
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The power of connectivity

“Twenty years ago it wasn’t
uncommon for an enterprise to
regard telephony as a primary
overhead cost. ”

Today, things have changed. The
Internet has provided the foundation for
innumerable offerings that have reduced
the cost of communication, while
streamlining and refining this key business
enabler in the process.
With this in mind, how can small
businesses leverage these new tools to
improve the bottom line, and how do they
work? Let’s investigate.

Few modern communication
platforms still rely on traditional
voice infrastructure. These days,
the vast majority of corporate
oﬀerings make use of data
networks to service entire oﬃces
of corporate employees.
To understand this, it’s helpful to
familiarise oneself with the
solutions at hand.
Voice over IP (VOIP) and SIP
trunking are among the most
popular data-based
communication networks
currently in use. Defined as a
broad range of technologies that
use IP frameworks to facilitate
voice, text or SMS applications,
these platforms make use of
onsite connectivity to enable internal and
external communication.
Put simply, VOIP uses the Internet to
create a portal for low-cost or free
telephone calls that mimic their traditional
analogue counterparts. Thanks to the
digitisation of telephony networks, these
services are also able to connect to
traditional analogue infrastructure.
There are innumerable VOIP and SIP
trunking oﬀerings available to local
businesses at highly flexible rates. A few
popular options include Vox Telecom’s
Supafone, MWEB Talk (which enables users
to make cheaper calls from their mobile
phones, PCs, or desk handsets), and ITEC’s
iVoice, which is provided in partnership
with MTN and Vodacom.
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From a business perspective, setting up a VOIP-enabled desk
telephone is painless. Users are simply required to connect the
device to an online hotspot, enter their user account details and
get talking.
Traditionally minded

“From a business
perspective,
setting up a VOIPenabled desk
telephone is
painless. Users are
simply required to
connect the device
to an online
hotspot, enter
their user account
details and get
talking.”

Despite the obvious benefits attached to Internet-enabled
communication tools, some businesses are too remotely situated
to access a reliable connection. In these situations, PABX (Private
Automated Branch Exchange) systems are often the answer.
Frequently employed within call centres and large oﬃces,
PABX solutions allow a single access number to be broken up
into several outgoing and incoming ‘sub lines’. This significantly
simplifies the communication process whilst reducing overall
cost in the absence of reliable connectivity.
Popular South African PABX solutions include those
developed and provided by Samsung, Nashua Communications
and Du Pont Telecoms.
A glimpse of the future
Although VOIP, SIP trunking, and PABX systems are widely used
and respected as reliable alternatives to traditional analogue
telephony, there are a handful of newer, richer oﬀerings that are
beginning to capture the attention of local executives.
Surprisingly, the bulk of these are being championed by
technology giant Microsoft.
The first solution of this nature is Microsoft Lync, a
telephony, Instant Message and video conferencing
service that directly integrates with existing
infrastructure. In many ways, Lync takes VOIP a step
further by combining traditional telephony with
cloud storage, presence, and social media platforms.
Similarly, Skype – purchased by Microsoft in 2011
for $8.5 billion – also allows users to connect via a
private network for free or to access analogue
networks at minimal cost. With well over 31 million
global users, many executives find this service
particularly convenient, especially when
connecting internationally.
www. itweb.co.za
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Telkom Business – unified communications
Today, nearly every organisation is striving to do
as much as it can with limited resources. This is
mainly because a major part of the globe is
experiencing an economic slowdown which
places huge pressure on businesses to continue
to offer services in a competitive manner.
Unified communications solutions enable organisations to do
just that, remain competitive with limited resources. The
solutions provide the ability to engage quickly in the most
appropriate form of communication to deliver the desired
output.
Modern businesses are reliant on communication services
and technologies. Organisations may be faced with challenges
to optimise costs and automate processes to ensure that the
business is lean, agile, and efficient. Efficiencies in business
processes and operations must be identified in order to
continue to deliver high value to customers.
Unified communications can help address many of these
challenges. The capability of quickly engaging in the most
appropriate form of communication to deliver the desired
output can make a substantial difference to efficiency in the
workplace.
The integrated nature of the solutions, that comprise
unified communications built purposefully into a business
process, allows employees to move from one task to the next
more seamlessly than with stand-alone communications tools.
Significant business benefits
Unified communications offers significant business benefits –
it drives productivity, helps streamline and optimise business
processes, offers cost savings and enables employees to work
from anywhere at any time.
The unified communications and collaboration journey is
part of a longer term strategy that encompasses all parts of
the business. It signifies a new paradigm in business
communications and supports real-time accessibility across
communication channels. This helps to reduce communication
roadblocks and improve a businesses’ ability to respond to its
customers and partners faster.
Unified communications can be implemented across the
spectrum of businesses - ranging from SMEs to the largest
international corporations.

Visit a Telkom store
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Implementing unified communications
Some businesses are cautious about implementing unified
communications because it can be difficult to quantify the
benefits that the solution brings. In addition, costs and risks
associated with implementation may also be viewed as
hurdles.
Key steps to implementing unified communications are to
start with consolidation of internal processes, governance and
structures; then to consolidate some suppliers. Here choosing
a partner is critical. Organisations have to choose a supplier
with all the right skills and experience in implementing unified
communications.
Telkom Business and SMEs
Telkom Business aims to provide SME customers with a range
of compelling unified communications products and services
that are specifically designed to meet their business needs.
With fixed to mobile integration being a key factor driving
unified communications, Telkom Business is well positioned to
offer fully integrated solutions to its customers by leveraging
its fixed and mobile network assets. The Unified
Communications-as-a-Service solutions offered by Telkom
Business integrate best of breed vendors like Cisco, Avaya and
Microsoft into a next generation fixed and mobile network
that offers a seamless user experience.
The understanding that a single deployment model will not
suit every customer, together with its in-house availability of
multiple solution options to fulfil various customer
requirements, makes Telkom Business a leader in the unified
communications space.
Telkom Business offers customer-centric solutions that meet
the business, technical and total cost of ownership
requirements of its customers.
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Case study: Kanhym Estates

About the client
Kanhym was founded in 1936 by the Kahn and
Hyman families with maize production and cattle
feedlotting as the primary operations. Today Kanhym
is a private multi-disciplined organisation owned by
the Zambli Group.
Its head ofﬁce is situated on a nearly 10 000 ha
farm on the skirts of Middelburg in Mpumalanga. It
has six main production divisions supported by the
necessary specialised service departments.
Kanhym Agronomy plants 6 000 ha annually with the
main crops being maize and soya beans. These are used
by Kanhym Feeds for the production of animal feeds.
Kanhym Feeds manufactures 250 000 tons of animal
feed per year for cattle, sheep, pigs, horses, poultry,
game, and dogs. Feed from the four Kanhym Feed Mills
is distributed nationwide by a network of depots. Kanhym
Livestock breeds quality weaner calves.
The Kanhym Feedlots ﬁnishes lambs and calves
and provides contract feeding opportunities to
farmers. Kanhym Piggeries focuses on two main
divisions - commercial pig production and pig
genetics. The Abattoir and Fresh Meat businesses
complete this supply chain, where quality meat
products are produced and supplied to the public.

The business case
Kanhym required a complete connectivity solution for
voice and data as well as Internet and e-mail access.
Due to the nature of its business, all of this had to
be done securely.
Prior to implementing the Telkom Business
solution, Kanhym was using an unmanaged wide
area network (WAN) to link its sites to the head
ofﬁce. It also had small point-to-point Diginet circuits
to the other sites. It was also important that its new
WAN would be able to support voice over internet
protocol (VOIP) as an additional value-add.
Ultimately, Kanhym required a secure and costeffective WAN and reliable Internet connectivity to
ensure the smooth management of its operations.
Because Telkom Business had a number of
solutions that met Kanhym’s requirements, it was
selected as the preferred service provider.
The Telkom Business VPN Supreme solution is a
certified Cisco-powered network solution based on a
carrier-class broadband IP network. It offers
customers an integrated IP-VPN solution set that
provides quality of service based on multi-protocol
label switching (MPLS). VPN Supreme is a completely
outsourced solution and includes round the clock
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“

IT WAS FAR MORE
IMPORTANT FOR
US TO DO THINGS
CORRECTLY, MORE SO
THAN FINISHING THE
PROJECT QUICKLY.

Christiaan Groenewald | IT manager, Kanhym

”

technical support and proactive network management
from the Telkom Business National Network
Operations Centre (NNOC). The NNOC operates 24
hours a day, seven days a week, and 365 days a year.
Furthermore, the Telkom Business IPECS IP
communication solution has been developed with
small, medium, and larger size businesses in mind.
It features a modular and fully distributed IP
architecture that makes it easy to use. IPECS has a
range of optional application hardware and software
available to ensure that it meets very speciﬁc
business communication requirements.
The solution
Telkom Business implemented a VPN Supreme
solution for Kanhym Estates. It linked all the sites to
the client’s head ofﬁce. A quality of service was
implemented to prioritise trafﬁc over the network,
giving preference to mission-critical applications.
Through VPN Supreme, the client will also be able to
access a network performance report and see
exactly what is happening on the network and where
additional load is being placed.
In addition, Telkom Business also entered into service
level agreements, network management, and
performance guarantees, giving Kanhym Estates the
peace of mind that the systems would run as promised.
Telkom Business VPN Supreme also provided the
client with several value-added services including the
implementation of a Hosted Exchange environment.
Managed by Telkom Business’s data centre operations,
the environment is a business-class e-mail, messaging,
and collaboration service designed to enable Kanhym
Estates to communicate more effectively and securely
than before. Being a fully managed solution, Hosted
Exchange ensures that the client need not be

concerned about the security, integrity, and delivery of
its email again. As per the VPN Supreme
implementation, Telkom Business has also provided the
client with guaranteed service levels. Overall, these
solutions provide for predictable monthly costs and
significantly lower cost of ownership for their messaging
and collaboration requirements.
Implementation
Kanhym Estates worked closely with the Telkom
Business Project Management division to arrange all
the necessary installations and ultimately ensure the
success of the project. “We did experience some
challenges along the way and that is why it was
critical that the process be managed and monitored
closely to make sure that we got the desired output,”
says Christiaan Groenewald, Kanhym’s IT manager.
“It was far more important for us to do things
correctly, more so than ﬁnishing the project quickly.”
Telkom Business made sure to have regular
meetings to provide project updates to the client.
The Telkom Business technical team also ensured
that a smooth transition from the legacy network and
services to the Telkom Business offerings took place
and that business efﬁciency was not impacted during
the implementation.
Impact and the future
Given the smooth implementation of the Telkom
Business solutions, Kanhym Estates has been very
satisﬁed with the project. The new WAN and
complimentary solutions have enabled the client to
improve its business operations in a secure
environment with reliable internet connectivity.
Telkom Business is conﬁdent that the relationship
will continue to grow as Kanhym Estates increase its
operations and expand on its network infrastructure.
Contact Details
Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
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FUTURE
READINESS:
DIGITISATION
Dr Brian Armstrong | COO of Telkom
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Digital evolution is empowering both companies
and end users. Matching customer needs with
digital strategies is among the biggest challenges
that companies are facing.

D

igitisation is about supporting companies
to find the best way of achieving goals, by
using digital technology, such as cloud computing
and or big data management, for example.
Companies across industries are migrating
from an "analogue" approach to customers,
products, services and operating models to realtime and information-rich marketplaces.
Dr Brian Armstrong, COO of Telkom, says
digitisation is also enabling companies to secure
continuous communication through multiple
channels with their business partners and clients,
as well as positively impacting the return on
investment by redesigning operation models to
take full advantage of digital technologies and
creating new business models around disruptive
digital opportunities.
It also allows businesses to move various
business core processes from a physical to online
environment, and reduce distance between
companies and colleagues with constant access to
the Internet, thus increasing employee
productivity, he adds. It also oﬀers real time access
to data at the point of decision-making.
“Digitisation is influencing organisations
across all industries, including government
sectors. This means that COOs and CIOs must
take the initiative and responsibility to take the
lead to build the right capabilities for their

companies to remain relevant in the digitised
environment, achieve growth and to discourage
competitive threats.”
The basis of competition will be set by the
companies that embrace and deploy digitisation in
the right places at the right time. Companies need
to have a clear understanding of their digital
strategy and focus on the digital capabilities to be
implemented along the value chain.
Benefits of digitisation
According to Armstrong, developed countries,
with advanced levels of digitisation have
experienced significant benefits in their
economies, societies and in the functioning of
their public sectors. Economic benefits such as
reduction in unemployment; improvement in
quality of life; boosting citizens’ access to public
services and enabling governments to operate with
greater transparency and eﬃciency.
“However, the regulators, whose major role
is to move their countries into advanced levels of
digitisation, encounter a bigger challenge. They
need to establish standard indicators to measure
the extent to which ICT is being incorporated in
societies, rather than focusing on infrastructure
development. In addition, regulators must
determine the impact digital technologies and
applications are having on societies and
www. itweb.co.za
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“

DIGITISATION IS INFLUENCING
ORGANISATIONS ACROSS
ALL INDUSTRIES, INCLUDING
GOVERNMENT SECTORS.

economies and adopt regulations to accelerate
digitisation and reap its benefits.”
Overall ICT regulations in Africa are more
focused on enhancing communications services,
setting up policies to introduce competition and
promote infrastructure sharing. Although these
are important and relevant steps that will lead to a
digitised country, regulators need to start
encouraging the usage of digital platform amongst
consumers, businesses and public institutions so
that socio-economic and political benefits are
experienced, in developing countries.
In the context of the African continent, he
explains, infrastructure development is a priority as
increases in network development are likely to
boost Internet connections and thus add to a
digitised society. In addition, digital technology,
such as usage of cellphones is a trend in Africa as a
direct result of obsolete and limited penetration and
development of the fixed-line communication.

”

million jobs globally compared to 18.0 million
jobs created between 2007 and 2008. Job creation
is a critical factor, especially in developing
countries, South Africa and the continent as a
whole, as employment generated for the growing
population of young people can contribute to the
development of the national economies.
“The digitisation impact on the government
showed that it enables a society to be more
transparent, increases public participation and
government’s ability to publish information.
With regards to e-government, these services are
likely to be more effective in a digitised
environment,” concludes Armstrong. “In
developing countries, digitisation supports better
delivery of the basic government services like
basic education.”

Impacts of digitisation
The Global International Technology Report,
conducted in 2010, found that an increase in
digitisation triggers gain in GDP per capita and it
accelerates countries’ transitions to more
advanced stages. Digitisation also has a
significant impact on job creation. Between 2009
and 2010, digitisation created approximately 19.0

Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
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SMEs dream of data
By Tom Manners

Flooded by a sea of choice,
which solutions should SME
owners consider when
connecting their employees?

eliable access to data connectivity is a
key contributor to the success of any
small business. Today, it’s no longer possible
for individuals to operate independently –
in order to communicate and function
successfully, SMEs must embrace the
benefits associated with the collaborative
corporate ecosystem.
The intersection of connectivity and
choice is where the greatest obstacle often
lies. Although the majority of small
enterprise owners are aware that data
services act as a business enabler, many are

R
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overwhelmed with options when installing or upgrading a
connectivity solution.
As a result, the wrong solution is often chosen, engendering
a sense of dissatisfaction or disillusionment when a costly
investment fails to equip employees with reliable Internet
access. With this in mind, which services are available to SME
owners and how should they be applied?

“If your business is
not situated in a
popular
metropolitan hub,
it is likely that it
will be restricted
to a maximum line
speed of 10Mbps.”

Fixed line connectivity
Fixed line solutions have always been a staple of business
connectivity in SA.
Facilitated by state-owned telecommunications provider
Telkom, this infrastructure aﬀords both residential and business
users access to a variety of ADSL oﬀerings, categorised
according to data capacity.
Currently, local enterprises may choose between several
options ranging from 1Mbps to 40Mbps. The availability of these
services is highly dependent on local fixed line infrastructure
and exchange readiness.
If your business is not situated in a popular metropolitan hub
it is likely that it will be restricted to a maximum line speed of
10Mbps. To combat this, enterprises with significant bandwidth
requirements may also lease dedicated fixed
lines at a higher cost. These services are
typically associated with private data
networks within highly regulated industries
such as telecommunications or finance.
Traditional ADSL offerings must be
coupled with a data package provided by
Telkom or one of SA’s many Internet
Service Providers (ISPs).
These include the likes of MWEB, Afrihost
or Web Africa. Fortunately, the recent
influx of international data capacity has
significantly driven down the cost of fixed
line data. In this competitive environment,
SME owners can lease a 4Mbps line and
uncapped, throttled connectivity for just
south of R700 monthly.
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Satellite and cellular
Although fixed line is arguably the most popular option
available to SMEs in need of data connectivity, it certainly
isn’t a one-size-fits-all solution. In a country as
geographically dispersed as SA, there are still towns, outposts
and large tracts of land that remain underserviced by Telkom
and its infrastructure.
To fill the gap, local telecommunications providers
recently introduced a host of mobile data offerings that cater
to the business market. Leveraging cellular and satellite
infrastructure, the likes of Vodacom, MTN, Neotel and Cell C
have given remotely located enterprises an affordable
alternative to ADSL.
These oﬀerings range from simple 3G dongles to
business-wide services developed to equip hundreds of
employees with Internet connectivity. The downside,
however, is that the cost of mobile data is often significantly
higher than other options available to metropolitan SMEs.
Fibre
If you’ve spent much time driving through SA’s major cities,
you might have noticed teams of telecommunications
engineers cutting narrow strips into our roads to house
vibrantly coloured collections of cables.
Over the course of several years, a handful of operators
have invested in the creation of metropolitan fibre networks
intended to better service the data communication needs of
local businesses.
These services are now steadily reaching their go-live
dates, gradually illuminating their optic central nervous
systems as a growing number of enterprises begin to express
interest. This development is significant for SME owners. As
new solutions come to the fore, so the cost of connectivity
will begin to drop.
Solutions such as BWired’s City of Johannesburg project –
a high capacity fibre network that runs the length and
breadth of the Johannesburg catchment area – are expected
to alter the telecommunications landscape by bringing
greater competition to the market.
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The essential Internet connectivity for
businesses in the 21st century
Research into SME behaviour suggests that the
ability of businesses to realise their objectives
depends on how well the company acquires,
interprets, synthesises, evaluates and understands
information and how well its information channels
supports organisational processes.
The advancement in Internet-based technology is evolving
business models to facilitate interactivity, flexibility, cheaper
business transactions and interconnection with business
partners and customers.
High performance Internet connectivity is seen as a key
enabler to ICT adoption, where analyst research from Gartner
shows that the introduction of digitisation to established
businesses address survivability, growth and even innovation
of the business model.
In a South African context, we have seen several ICT
technology advancements, including a rapid growth in smart
mobile device adoption, reduction in international and local
bandwidth costs, deployment of fibre around clustered
businesses, maturity in data centre capabilities and the
advancement in fixed broadband technologies including the
fibre- and LTE- based broadband access.
Telkom’s focus on network transformation aims to address
the technology leadership for Internet services through
pervasive coverage, high speed connectivity and consistently
high performance. This is designed across a mix of
technologies to offer different size businesses options for
volume of usage and performance of Internet. Combined with
prioritisation of business traffic and value enhancing tools for
exposure to the Internet, it has a range of data plans from
Telkom’s retail ISP.

connecting their offices to HD video conferencing or big data
servers, or using apps from the cloud, Telkom has a solution for
their business.
Businesses can trust Telkom with information security,
redundancy on local and international Web access, low
contention on broadband services and priority on all forms of
Internet traffic into global cloud. Telkom understands big data
and cloud connectivity, and has both fixed and mobile
connectivity in its toolbox, as well as a range of wireless and
satellite options to augment its customers’ connectivity needs.
Telkom’s prowess in design and support skills allows it to tailor
make solutions beyond its competitors’ type of Internet
connection allowing customers to differentiate and innovate.
Telkom is transforming broadband Internet
in South Africa
Telkom’s focus on virtualisation and rapid innovation in
customer specific solutions means it can service large and
corporate customers, built over technologies that enable
customers to link from Bloemfontein to Hong Kong within a
fraction of a second, if not faster. It can offer much greater
value in bandwidth to enable customers to grow from SoftCap
to uncapped to unlimited plans in its direct Internet range,
either over copper, fibre or mobility.
Join Telkom in the journey to service improvement, including
automation of processes for various stages of Internet use, and
enhancing customers’ experiences with services such as
shared hosting, e-mail and domain registration.

Telkom’s differentiation in Internet quality is your
differentiation in business efficiency
Internet breakout takes various forms: broadband access over
fixed or mobile tied to an ISP data plan, point-to-cloud leased
line or LTE circuits, or even Internet breakout from WAN
potentially terminated in Telkom’s data centre. Telkom’s
Internet products offer all types of businesses the chance to
define their level of quality bandwidth abundance. Whether
customers are exploring e-mail and online advertising,
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Telkom Business modernises OVK’s
network all around the country
With many branches in far-flung rural locations, OVK didn’t have the bandwidth to bring all of its sites onto
email – which was becoming an increasing demand for dealing with suppliers. They brought Telkom Business
in to modernise their network and prepare it for any future challenges as well.

Oos Vrystaad Kaap Operations (OVK) is an
agricultural retail company, providing all services and
goods for crop and lifestyle farming. They provide
services such as insurance and ﬁnancing, and are
dealers of faming equipment from manufacturers
including New Holland, Case and Toyota. They also
deal in maize, sunﬂower and dry beans.
Because their customer base naturally resides in
rural areas, OVK’s 44 ofﬁces and retail sites are
located outside of metropolitan areas, mainly in the
Northern Cape, Eastern Cape and Free State. Being
an agricultural provider, historically, the IT

requirements of the business were not terribly
complex, and OVK was running DOS-based
applications on a frame relay network to 34 of their
sites.
However, the machinations of progress haven’t left
the agricultural sector behind, and OVK was ﬁnding
that their suppliers and customers were increasingly
relying on email as their main and sometimes only
point of contact. Their network did not allow them to
run a full data service and mail together as the
committed information rate (CIR) on the frame
network did not provide adequate bandwidth.
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“

However, when investigating
an upgrade, they were driven
by one major consideration.
“Everything came down to
cost,” says Rian Havenga, the
network manager at OVK.
“From our side the network
Gert Olivier | business consultant at Telkom
was working, but we needed
more bandwidth at a low cost
because it’s now mandatory to
have emails – most of our
suppliers only communicate on email.”
In addition, they couldn’t implement
disaster recovery without duplicating
the network, and were not able to
change the DOS application as the
bandwidth on the frame network would
not allow for this change.
“They needed a solution that would
give them better use of their
bandwidth and allow for application
changes, and they had to look at data
recovery for failover on the network,”
says Gert Olivier, a business
consultant at Telkom.

WE HAVE BEEN DEALING
WITH OVK FOR A LONG TIME
AND THE RELATIONSHIP IS
VERY STRONG.

”

The solution
As all OVK’s infrastructure was already
Telkom Business based, they
approached the telecommunications
provider to upgrade their network.
Telkom Business is also the only
provider in the Central region that has
the coverage required to supply the
required services at all the sites.
“We have been dealing with OVK for
a long time and the relationship is very
strong,” says Olivier. “Constant
interaction with the customer resulted
in a trusting relationship that prompted
the implementation.”
Telkom Business proposed a VPNS
network, which met all of OVK’s
requirements. “We had been
proposing the VPNS solution to OVK
for the past five years as it was
identified that this would not just
resolve a lot of problems on the
frame network, but would open a
world of possibilities for them in
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applying changes to the
current network,” says Olivier.
OVK also wanted to utilise
ADSL where possible, as the
size of some of their branches
did not warrant the installation
of a Diginet line. Some sites
did not have any infrastructure
at all, and Telkom Business
proposed VSAT at these
locations. “With an MPLS
Rian Havenga, network manager at OVK
network, it is possible to
combine all these services on
one solution,” says Olivier.
In addition, the VPNS solution
would form the basis of a fully
integrated network that would meet OVK’s short-term
The results
needs, but was also adaptable and scalable to any
“For us, cost was everything,” Havenga says. “What
future requirements that they might have.
we have now is better than the old equipment – we
have a more reliable infrastructure for less money
The implementation
with better speeds. We accepted Telkom’s deal
Telkom Business provided a full MPLS network with
without hesitation – it’s a win-win situation.”
Cisco routers on a number of different technologies,
In addition to delivering on all of OVK’s original
including Diginet, ADSL and VSAT, to meet OVK’s
requirements, they now have a network that can be
requirements. “This will allow the customer to
developed into a fully integrated VOIP solution and
change the applications at head office without
offers full data recovery. “They are very impressed with
having to go to every site and apply the same
the sites that have been completed, and are realising
change,” says Olivier. “This would result in a better
all the benefits from the change,” says Olivier.
deployment of applications.”
Havenga bears this out, saying that for OVK, it is
He adds that a secure, stable network will beneﬁt
business as usual, with no problems, and that
the customer in all aspects of the solution. “With the
other than the three remaining sites, and the
monitoring of the network, the customer has peace
solution is excellent.
of mind that we will attend to problems without them
Telkom Business is now looking at changing OVK’s
having to report the problem.”
entire network over to VPNS or point-to-point Diginet,
A solutions architect, network administrator and
and are proposing a full VOIP solution.
Cisco specialist have been allocated to the solution,
along with service management and surveillance.
The new network had to be provided in parallel with
the existing network to allow for site cutovers without
Contact Details
long downtimes at the customer. Nonetheless, Olivier
Call 10217
says that in some cases a ‘hot’ cutover was
Click business.telkom.co.za
necessary because of infrastructure shortcomings.
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
Most of the sites were connected with no
problems, and Telkom Business is still in the process
of delivering infrastructure to the ﬁnal three, which
are located in deep rural areas. “They’re still busy
with the implementation,” says Havenga. “Because
of the size of OVK, Telkom Business didn’t have the
infrastructure to connect to all of our sites, so they’re
having to build new lines.”

WHAT WE HAVE NOW IS
BETTER THAN THE OLD
EQUIPMENT – WE HAVE A MORE
RELIABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR LESS MONEY WITH
BETTER SPEEDS.

”
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Web power – how cloud is
changing the business application
environment
By Tom Manners

Popular business software
used to cost an arm and a leg
– what has changed?

he cost of business applications was
once a significant barrier to entry for
small enterprises. Less than a decade ago,
organisations were required to commit
substantial figures to access even the most
basic corporate tools.
Word processors, video editing
platforms, financial accounting software
and email clients all came at a price. Usually
that price was extremely restrictive.
Today, the options are as numerous as
they are aﬀordable. Thanks to the

T
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emergence of ubiquitous connectivity and cloud solutions, SMEs
now have access to a variety of applications on demand and at a
reasonable price.
This represents a fundamental shift in the way technology is
accessed and consumed. With a growing number of IT solutions
providers embracing a ‘pay as you use’ hosted model, which
options are available to small business owners, and why do they
make financial sense?

“SMEs now have
access to a variety
of applications on
demand and at a
reasonable price.”

An e-mail wonderland
Access to a reliable email service is critical to the success of any
business, large or small. Despite criticism and deeply divided
attitudes towards it, electronic communication is still one of the
most widely used applications within the corporate environment.
Traditionally, a growing business would have purchased and
installed an on-premise email
exchange server to transmit,
receive and store email.
Although solutions of this nature
were effective, the costs and risk
associated with maintaining IT
infrastructure often became
cumbersome over time.
To address this challenge, a
handful of popular cloud-based
email management services have
emerged, with the intention of
eliminating on-premise
messaging systems altogether.
Chief among these is Mimecast,
a global Software as a Service
organisation that transmits,
receives, archives and secures
email for a monthly fee.
Employing a mixture of
technologies, Mimecast oﬀers
its users access to a cloud
hosted email model that
guarantees uninterrupted
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“With so many
options at our
disposal, it’s tough
to recall just how
disparate business
applications once
were.”

communication via any data connection. Significantly, the
service integrates closely with popular messaging clients and
allows staﬀ to access and search their email database at all times.
Google Apps and Microsoft’s Oﬃce 365 platform oﬀer a
similar service. The distinction between the three lies in
personal preference. Oﬃce 365 is highly dependent on a
network of Microsoft software, Google Apps provisions email
within a web client and does not actively support popular clients
such as Outlook, and Mimecast is less formal in nature and
requires a lengthier commitment.
Ultimately, cloud-based email is particularly useful within
an SME setting due to its ease of access and flexibility. Without
the demand of on-premise IT infrastructure, entrepreneurs have
the freedom to invest in business growth.
Business functionality at its best
E-mail is a great communication tool, but it’s often the biggest
obstacle in the way of tangible productivity. When we close our
inboxes, where do we turn to next? For many, the answer lies in
documents, spreadsheets and presentations.
Traditionally, these applications were costly and diﬃcult to
access. Business owners often had to purchase multiple IT
licences or face litigation. At one time, large software
organisations even encouraged staﬀ to report illegal application
usage, to earn large cash rewards.
Fortunately, things have changed somewhat. Many of these
services are now available via affordable cloud subscription models.
Microsoft’s Oﬃce 365 is an excellent example. SME owners
can easily outfit staﬀ with a full complement of business tools at
a monthly cost. These applications can be accessed via a web
portal or downloadable software, and sync directly with the
organisation’s SkyDrive cloud storage and sharing service.
Google has taken this model a step further. Today, anyone
with a Gmail account can access Google Docs, a full suite of
word processing, spreadsheet and presentation applications via
a browser portal. Any documents created using this tool can be
shared via email and are connected with the user’s account.
From an SME perspective, corporate IT tools have
transformed from troubling overhead costs, to enablers.
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Case study: Swartland Group

Starting small, thinking big
The Swartland story began in 1951 with ‘Oupa’
Hanekom in the small town of Moorreesburg, a few
wheat ﬁelds north of Cape Town. He started
supplying the local community with hardware and
electrical goods, but Oupa’s ambitions lay far beyond
the boundaries of Moorreesburg, and it was not long
before joinery became Swartland’s specialty.
When Oupa’s son, ‘Oom’ Jurgens, took over the reins,
he brought new ideas to the business. One of them was
his personal philosophy of ‘continuous improvement’.
Today, this desire to constantly improve is an
integral part of the Swartland culture. It’s a place
where traditional values, such as hard work, and
pride in our craft, live in harmony with new
technology and inspired ideas.

The results speak for themselves – windows and
doors crafted to perfection and manufactured to last
a lifetime.
The business case
Although it was hosting its own servers, Swartland
had a limited number of IT staff to address its many
technical challenges. The company was having
difﬁculties in accessing the data that was required at
their sites which are spread out across remote parts
of the country. Other challenges included having to
deal with both application and security issues.
Swartland made it mission-critical to ensure that it had
an alternative system in place should the worst happen.
A loss of data or an interruption to the systems from the
head office would severely impact the business.
www. itweb.co.za
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However, the solutions had
to be cost effective and easy
to use due to the few IT staff it
had. Swartland required a
smooth implementation at its
data centre with constant
access to their equipment.
The system needed to be
scalable as it had to be able
to allow for any hardware
upgrades or modiﬁcations.

“

BY USING A BASIC HOSTING
SERVICE AT THE DATA
CENTRE, SWARTLAND WOULD
HAVE THE SECURITY AND PEACEOF-MIND IT REQUIRED.

”

Partnering with Telkom Business
Swartland required a hosting solution
to enable its remote ofﬁces to access
applications at much faster speeds.
The solution had to be ﬂexible to
accommodate growth within the
company and any potential changes in
the environment.
The bulk of the core business
applications of the company had to be
centralised within a secure and fully
redundant data centre. It also needed
to have a fast implementation time as
the company had to maintain
operations during the process.
The scalability of the solution would
also come into effect by offering
connectivity once its equipment had
reached end of life. To this end,
virtualisation would be a natural
progression within the hosting
requirements of the company.
The solution
Telkom Business proposed a solution
that included the provisioning of basic
hosting services at the Cape Town
based, Tier 4 certiﬁed Bellville 2 data
centre. This included ﬂoor space,
operational support, secure access to
the data centre when required, and the
necessary power supply and cooling systems to
ensure full redundancy.
By using a basic hosting service at the data
centre, Swartland would have the security and peaceof-mind it required. This also avoided the expense of
having to upgrade the current connection to their
head ofﬁce. Ultimately, Swartland would move their

Syspro enterprise resource planning (ERP) system
from the head ofﬁce into the Telkom Business data
centre environment.
By placing the IT infrastructure of Swartland within
the core of the Telkom Business network through the
data centre hosting service, the company would be
assured of getting signiﬁcant operational
performance and cost beneﬁts.
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“

THANKS TO
EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION WITH
SWARTLAND AND
TEAMWORK BETWEEN
THE TELKOM BUSINESS
TECHNICIANS, THE
IMPLEMENTATION WAS
COMPLETED WELL
WITHIN THE REQUIRED
TIMEFRAME.

”

The design rationale of the client environment was
centred on network connectivity between all the
different elements that are hosted in the data
centre. Wherever possible, redundancy would be
catered for to ensure that Swartland would not
experience any downtime due to equipment or a
routing failure.
Swartland would also continue to manage all the
equipment hosted within the data centre to provide it
with the assurance that it would always be in control
of its systems. From the Telkom Business side, data
centre support personnel would remain responsible
for various environmental services that include ﬂoor
space, power, air-conditioning, backup generators, a
multi-tenant LAN, and shared access ﬁrewall.
Implementation
Due to the security issues faced by Swartland, the
project had to be implemented as a matter of
urgency. It was managed on a daily basis to ensure
that the procured services were deployed as quickly
as possible with a smooth transition from the
previous system.
Thanks to effective communication with Swartland
and teamwork between the Telkom Business

technicians, the implementation was completed well
within the required timeframe.
Hosting the Swartland servers at the Bellville 2
data centre also meant a quick transition would be
possible. This would also alleviate the expansion of
the current Internet connection of the company. An
additional beneﬁt was that the Swartland ERP
system could be accessed directly from the hosted
environment, further freeing up bandwidth deployed
at the head ofﬁce. This negated the cost of the
additional bandwidth.
Telkom Business has already made signiﬁcant
progress in restructuring the business
communication systems of Swartland.
Impact and the future
Following the project, the risk to Swartland has been
reduced and has allowed the company to focus on its
core business.
Such was the success of the implementation that
Swartland has already entered into a partnership
agreement with Telkom Business for the provisioning
of virtual private network services. This will result in
a more natural progression of providing Swartland
with a complete solution that includes the hosting of
its hardware.
Other developments in the pipeline would be the
deployment of a Hosted Exchange within the data
centre environment. This would not only alleviate the
heavily utilised infrastructure of Swartland, but also
enable the company to focus on company policies
and other internal processes.

Contact Details
Call 10217
Click business.telkom.co.za
Visit a Telkom Direct Store
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A social choice
By Tom Manners

Social media and SEO are
great marketing tools for
SMEs – how can they be used
correctly?

n many ways, the emergence and global
popularisation of social media and web
platforms have equalised the marketing
landscape in favour of small business.
Advertising a product or service was a
once costly aﬀair. Television commercials,
billboards and print placements quickly
added up. These were the elements that
often determined the success or failure of a
new venture. Starved of public awareness,
one can only imagine how many great ideas
fell below the radar due to lack of support.
Today, any business can swiftly and
cheaply advertise to millions of potential

I
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buyers via social media and web platforms.
With this in mind, what tools do SME
owners have at their disposal and when
should they be used?
A social revolution
The perception that social media exists only
for personal use has been convincingly
refuted by the active role that brands are
now playing in this space. Each year global
enterprises and SMEs alike are directing a
greater share of their marketing budgets
towards self-promotion within the digital
environment.
For consumer-facing brands, Facebook
has often held the greatest value. With over
one billion users, corporate-friendly
company pages, an interactive platform,
and a highly targeted advertising
model, it has become easier to
reach prospective buyers with
unique and informative content.
Twitter, like Facebook, is
beginning to pay dividends to
brands willing to put in the hard
graft. The immediate nature of
this network has proven

invaluable to organisations willing to
actively commentate or share or engage
with users, and mastermind creative
concepts that break through the noise.
LinkedIn, although more corporate in
nature, is particularly useful for B2B facing
entities. With a strong local user base
focused primarily on technology, finance
and manufacturing, this platform allows
businesses to connect with existing or
prospective staﬀ, and share thought
leadership content or internal news.
Significantly, recruiters have also made
good use of LinkedIn as a talent search tool.
By oﬀering more in-depth personal
information on potential candidates to
paying users, this platform has carved a rare
niche for itself within the social tapestry.

“The perception that
social media exists only
for personal use has been
convincingly refuted by
the active role that
brands are now playing
in this space.”
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“Twenty years ago it wasn’t
uncommon for an enterprise to
regard telephony as a primary
overhead cost. ”
Although Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn arguably represent the bulk of SME
marketing interest locally, there are a
handful of up-and-comers that are
beginning to make waves. These include
Instagram, a mobile-friendly image sharing
service for Android and iOS smartphones;
Vine, a six-second video platform brought
to us by the founders of Twitter; Tumblr, a
popular blogging platform recently
purchased by Yahoo! for $1.1 billion; and
Pinterest, an online pin board.
It’s all about customer service
SMEs are increasingly embracing the
customer service and remediation potential
that social media holds.
An active corporate presence on a platform
such as Facebook should not simply be viewed
as a sales tool. Instead, organisations should
seek to directly engage consumers, learning
more about their preferences and solving
complaints as they arise.
To achieve this ideal eﬀectively, many
entities make use of social media agencies to
encourage dialogue with the consumer.
These groups specialise in representing
brands online, capturing their voices and
dynamically seeking out new customers or
potential challenges.
For inspiration, one need only turn to
large organisations such as FNB or Vodacom.

These entities are particularly adept at
addressing and solving client issues via
social channels, demonstrating techniques
that certainly apply to the SME.
Don’t forget SEO
SME budgets are often limited – a hard fact
that encourages business owners to flock
towards popular platforms in favour of less
visibly obvious marketing tools.
Unfortunately, search engine
optimisation (SEO) often falls by the
wayside. Defined as the strategy that
optimises search engine indexing – the
process by which your company appears in
the top search rankings for a given term –
this practice is vitally important to online
marketing.
To be truly successful in SEO, one must
have a good understanding of the online
landscape and how websites are
constructed. In the absence of this
experience, SMEs should consult with an
experienced digital agency.
The latter, although somewhat costly,
is often the wisest option. Using a
reputable and experienced professional in
this field often yields the best results. SME
owners are all too familiar with the
importance of sales: a rock-solid SEO
strategy is a proven converter.
It is also worth noting that any
information a company shares online is
liable to be indexed by search engines. This
includes social media updates, blog posts
and news articles. Wherever possible,
incorporate a list of approved search terms
in your corporate text in order to boost
search rank.
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